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Editorial

This publication is based on the five year Nordic discussion dealing with food and its
various roles and meanings in the contemporary society.
The discussion has mainly been carried out amongst five university departments, their
lecturers, researchers, visiting scholars and enthusiastic students. The Department of Food,
Health and Environment from Gothenbourg University, the Department of Food, Nutrition
and Dietetics from University of Uppsala and the Department of Curriculum Research,
Danish School of Education, Aarhus University from Copenhagen have been the long
standing partners. Akershus University College from Norway participated in the beginning of
the project and Tallin University from Estonia joined the group two years ago. The
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science at University of Helsinki, Finland has
coordinated the project. A careful reader will notice that the names of the participating
departments have changed during the project and the swaping of names seems just to continue.
These structural changes in each university have made the academic discussion more needed
than ever.
Four intensive learning weeks - in Helsinki, Gothenbourg, Uppsla and Copenhagen - over
the years have given the opportunity for the participants to have face-to-face discussions.
During the workshops there have always been open lecture sessions to reach out for the wider
audience but especially through this publication we hope to open the discussions for even
wider audiences.

Let’s talk about food!

Hille Janhonen-Abruquah

Päivi Palojoki
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The following articles (pp. 7 – 51) were originally published on-line as part of the course
material.
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Food is not only nutrition; an introduction
Päivi Palojoki
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
What characterizes meals and eating in our contemporary society? What kind of cultural
and social arena dinner table actually is (see Fjellström)? Who actually cooks and to whom
(see Pipping Ekström and Jonsson)? How the youngsters get socialized to the local and
national food culture (see Benn)? Can gender orders be identified already in home economics
classrooms (see Petersson)? These are just some issues which we are dealing in this
publication. These articles are based on the presentations given at the University of Helsinki,
during a Nordplus founded symposium called 'Food in Contemporary Society - Food is not
only nutrition' in November 2005. The dialogue between the Nordic colleagues is to be
continued at the Göteborg University in March 2007. We hope that this material is found to be
useful in preparing for the meeting in Göteborg, as well as, useful to anybody being interested
in the issues related to food culture, meals and learning.
Households are regarded as "black boxes" (Murcott 1986, Ekström 1993) because each
family has its own way of organizing food-related activities and their everyday traditions. We
do not know what actually happens, but based on approximations, homemakers do not think
about nutrients; they start from meals which are prepared to be eaten. In the household
context, the dilemmatic nature of everyday food choices is emphasized. There is not always
one correct solution, rather compromises have to be made based on different reasons. There
are some cultural and social conventions what is to be considered as 'proper meals'. The
children have their hobbies, guests are coming and going, sometimes food-related activities
are the only activities in which one can be flexible. Depending on the situation and aims
created, the tasks may be the same, but the goals, the ways of doing things, or material
resources are different. Food prepared for weekend guests may differ from food prepared for
the family during weekdays. And it is not always 'so proper'.
The traditional educational approaches related to nutrition education bring about rather
homogenous and middle-classed values and moral-related issues about "recommendable food
behaviour." Food should be warm, it should be eaten together with family members, and
preferably at home. However, the societal context is becoming more heterogeneous and
diverse, and the issues relating to food, eating and food choice are of special importance for
those people in a danger of becoming marginalized in the society (see, Sæland and Smehaugen).
What could we learn from these people?
Regarding everyday food choices, factors such as the desire to make enjoyable and
tasteful food, or the taste preferences and habits of the household members can have stronger
impacts on food choices than factual knowledge. The personal, context-dependent, way of
making sense of the world around us makes people create different meanings for the same
issues, thus increasing variety among households. Making food choices and using knowledge
are intertwined in the everyday life of households. These activities should be better
understood in order to develop food-related education and research.
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In conclusion, we live in a more complex societal and cultural context than ever before,
the nutrition-related problems have changed, the Nordic welfare society has changed and the
problems of scarcity have turned into problems of plenty. But despite these visions, food is
still prepared in homes, the members of the household engage in food preparation, old
traditions have survived, and new ones developed. The stereotypic pictures of the poor (or the
rich) and the ignorant (or the knowledgeable) eating unhealthy foods (or eating healthy foods)
may not represent the complexity of everyday food-related activities in the household context.

References
Ekström, M. (1993). Den irrationella konsumenten och den svårmätta maten (The irrational
consumer and difficulties in food measurement). Sociologi i dag, 23, 1, 47-65.
Murcott, A. (1986). Opening the 'Black box': Food, Eating and Household Relationships.
Sosiaalilääketieteellinen Aikakauslehti (Finnish Journal of Social Medicine), 23, 85-92.
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Rethinking the older consumer
Phil Lyon
University of Dundee
Scotland

Summary
Although those who achieve longevity have always had to contend with the pace – and
accumulated products - of change, the association of increased longevity and accelerated pace
has never been stronger. We all will need to live with the realisation that our experience is
quickly - and maybe repeatedly - outmoded. By this frame of reference, the old struggle for
relevance amidst economic, cultural and domestic transitions.
This is, however, a gross oversimplification of the relationship between age and social
context in the United Kingdom (UK). If we accept this analysis, we accept homogeneity of
redundancy and that is as limiting as the belief that all old people are the same. In this paper,
it is argued that we should be more critical of assumptions about the irrelevance of the old.

Introduction
1

A year ago, the breaking news was that Clint Eastwood – at 74 – had won an Oscar1 for
‘best director’ for his film ‘Million Dollar Baby’. Eastwood was, however, notable for
something far more important than this. Over recent years his films have often been structured
around a theme of the ‘old timer’ having the experience to get things done or who – as a
variant - returns to sort out the mess occasioned or ignored by younger people.
x

x
x

In the 1992 film Unforgiven (Warner Video, 1999a) he plays the character of Will Munny
–a former gunslinger coming out of an 11 year retirement. He looks rusty as he takes a
few practice shots at a tin can in his back yard but soon he is showing a younger man how
these things should be done.
The 1993 film In the Line of Fire (Columbia Tristar Video, 1999) saw the Frank Horrigan
character – a veteran secret service agent – brought begrudgingly back to deal with a
Presidential death threat.
In True Crime (Warner Video, 1999b) a veteran journalist – Steve Everett – is assigned a
story about a man soon to die on death row and realises that the evidence against him does
not add up. He successfully intervenes to prevent a miscarriage of justice.

The theme that unites these films is more than Eastwood’s own advancing years and a
masked claim for personal relevance. Face it; he does not need to prove anything. Neither is it
simply playing to the audience characteristics of an ageing society for the films are not
primarily aimed at older market segments. Rather, it is a resonating warning not to ignore
hard-won experience. While contexts change, arguably change is seldom so profound that

1

Ironically, to be met with the charge that it was all a septuagenarians’ conspiracy (Ide 2005).
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experience is comprehensively invalidated even if for organisational, or more general social
reasons, allowing people to think that is quite convenient.

Irrelevance
For many, old age is inextricably linked to the realms of social and cultural redundancy.
Older people are routinely disconnected from social production systems. Most obviously this
is done by job retirement arrangements and - less obviously - by the concealed ageism
manifest in recruitment, late working life unemployment, and the continued reluctance to
invest in training for older people still in employment. This disconnection is one of long
standing, and even keenly awaited by many, but that is not the point. Danger resides in the
completeness with which social identities are enmeshed with employment. To a large extent,
what one does to earn a living determines status not only in a social class sense but in the
minutiae of everyday interactions: in that dense web of interpersonal assumptions and
expectations.
Hughes’ (1945) observations on the contradictions of status are important here. He used
the example of a physician who was Black – problematic in American society at that time.
The acceptability of race (if at all) was inversely proportional to the urgency of the medical
problem. However, there are other status contradictions to consider. The age of a role
incumbent is technically subordinate to the master trait of capacity or qualification – rational
enough in achievement oriented societies - but is widely given great significance. Retirement
presents a symbolic event where a subordinate trait transcends the master. Age is allowed to
overshadow former occupational skills irrespective of capacity. Of course, the cross-over may
occur earlier for some and later for others, depending on labour market circumstances, but
whenever that disconnection happens there are profound status consequences. Disconnection
removes a crucial component of social identity – that of producer – leaving that of consumer.
It is true that older people are increasingly taken notice of as consumers by manufacturers,
service providers, politicians and retailers but we should be wary of the contribution that this
makes to the social identities of older people. Arguably, any status built around age-related
consumer behaviour reinforces separateness; dependency and even ‘the problem’ of old age.
While it is often quite useful to be noticed in this way, it is at best recognition of needs
(Kinney and Lyon, 1999; Lyon, Kinney and Colquhoun 2002), and aggregate spending or
voting power (Ayres 2004; Carruthers 2004; Bakewell 2005; Webster 2005; Bennett 2005;
Sieghart 2005; Moug 2005; Malvern 2005), rather than an acknowledgement of relevance to
the ongoing operation and organisation of UK society. I see little in this ‘consumption-based
relevance’ to gainsay Gouldner’s observation that ….
‘…the [social] system rewards and fosters those skills deemed useful and suppresses the
expression of talents and faculties deemed useless, and thereby structures and imprints
itself upon the individual personality and self’ (Gouldner 1969, 348).
Through school and working life, we are moulded to the business of earning a living and
primarily view ourselves and others in those terms. Real social relevance remains located in
contribution to the production of those goods and services that other people value. Social
‘worth’ focuses on what individuals do by way of their occupation and, to an extent, how they
do it. This, of course, is profoundly ironic because consumption is not only the corollary of
production; it is widely regarded as a key indicator of material success. People aspire to do
10

less, and consume more, whilst their perceived relevance is largely determined by their
productive contribution – what they can do. We live in complicated times; and we live for
longer.
Many here would believe that older people have relevance beyond their capacity to vote
or consume; to confer power or financial reward on other -younger -people. Sadly, retirement
often means that others see them only in these terms. Symbolically, they are removed from
the fray. So, the important question for genuine inclusion in an ageing society is how can
older people achieve recognition of relevance beyond the chains of consumption, or the
periodic casting of votes? What does it take for an older person’s experience to be considered
relevant to contemporary problems?

Reclaiming relevance
First, it is important to recognise that little can be done in the short-tomedium term about
the deeply-embedded UK cultural perspectives that make occupation a master trait and
thereby deny relevance to older people. However, in the longer term big changes can happen.
Many of the attitudes in relation to disability, race, gender and sexuality appeared ‘set in
stone’ fifty years ago. Now, it would be uncharitable not to acknowledge that a revolution has
taken place. Change may be patchy and incomplete, but it cannot be denied.
There is plenty that can, and should, be done to reclaim the relevance of older people’s
experiences. If perceived relevance cannot be generally or readily divorced from production,
then the task for older people is to start making their presence felt in terms of consumption
issues. If they are to be treated like commodities - as a market
segment or voter category –
1
then they should aspire to be treated as expensive commodities in the sense that they demand
their full measure of acknowledged relevance; not lip service. In effect, play them at their own
game. In practical terms, solitary letters of complaint to politicians, manufacturers or service
providers will not be enough but they will be a start. Beyond that, older people need to
recognise the extent of their common consumer interests – to benefit themselves and others.
There are many substantial ‘issues’ on which their experience is relevant and could make a
real difference for all.
In 2002, we revisited the issue of older people as consumers and drew attention to the
importance of ‘universal’ design (Lyon, Kinney and Colquhoun, 2002) where the objective
was to design products, environments and services with the needs of older people in mind but
where advantages in functionality, ease of use and safety would be available to all consumers
– not just the old.
‘To some extent, the problematic relationship between designer and end-user exists for
consumers of all ages but it becomes more acute for anyone who does not fit the standard
physiological and performance assumptions made in the design process. The number of
older consumers in the United Kingdom – potential purchasers of products and users of
services – now means that there is a solid basis for evaluating congruency with their range
of circumstances and needs, rather than just those of the archetypal younger adult enduser’ (Kinney and Lyon 1999, 40).
‘In design generally, the remit must extend to the deconstruction of unnecessary barriers
built into products and environments, and not be restricted to symbolic gestures’ (Kinney
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and Lyon 1999, 47). Then, as now, we used examples to illustrate the point that older
people’s past and present experiences are relevant to consumers of all ages.

Example 1: Older consumers and retail changes
Older consumers have had to contend with major changes over several decades and, while
this can cause problems, they are certainly not unused to changed ways of doing things
although this is sometimes overlooked. Nor are older people necessarily opposed to change.
To explore the idea that older consumers might be nostalgically oriented to older forms of
food retailing, and disinclined to acknowledge the benefits of supermarkets, a sample of 58
women aged between 60 and 79 years were questioned about their memories of 1950s grocery
stores (Colquhoun, Lyon, Kinney and Cockburn 2000). Despite fond recollections – in the
main – only 12 per cent believed that they had been much better. Most - 72 per cent - saw
them as better in some respects with an acknowledgement that times had changed.
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‘It depends what you want. I mean, if you wanted friendly service and chatting, and
getting to know you, perhaps long ago was better but you didn’t get the variety you get
today. Nothing like it. It was very limited. I am quite happy with today – if there was an
occasional chair! It is hard lines that the small shops are being pushed out. It is hard but
that’s progress ... The pace of life was different and that has all changed, and I think now
people have got what they want because otherwise supermarket shopping wouldn’t
exist’(Colquhoun, Lyon, Kinney and Cockburn 2000, 112).
Although this was a small study, the data suggest a group of people who were neither out
of touch with modern food retailing practices, nor too ready to uncritically accept them. Their
views on the deficiencies of current service arrangements were clear and made on the basis of
experiences denied younger shoppers. Shoppers were seldom known as individuals, there was
little scope for personal service amidst the checkouts and, sometimes, extra help would have
been appreciated to reflect reduced mobility and physical strength. However, wide recognition
of modern benefits suggested an active pragmatic stance rather than one driven by nostalgia
and reluctant acceptance of change. Equally, recent trends in food retailing practices – service
counters for delicatessen products, fish and bread, the rebirth of city centre stores, help with
bag packing, Internet shopping and the reintroduction of home deliveries – were all congruent
with older consumers’ service criticisms even if often, with lower incomes, they were not to
be the primary beneficiaries of such changes. Appropriate change is not necessarily that
complex.
‘...if a manufacturer produces a label or a pack constructed to help those with sensory
impediments, the result will be better for all ... and if stores organise lay-outs, signposting,
space to accommodate the less mobile, shopping will become a greater pleasure for
everyone’ (De Angeli 1995, 4).
The challenge for retailers is to make technological and organisational innovations that
actually aid the social inclusion of older consumers – to design systems that take them into
13

account. In doing that, they will benefit all. Innovations that provide the possibility, but not
the reality, of amelioration simply compound existing problems.

Example 2: Food labelling
The benefits of a healthy diet are widely promoted for all consumers For many foods,
clear information on the packaging is an important dimension of this because the ingredients
and nutritional composition are unknowable at the point of purchase unless stated by the
manufacturer. Equally, most consumers will lack the technical expertise to fully understand
the health implications of nutritional data or gauge the validity of any health claims made for
the product. In a qualitative study of consumer attitudes, information on packaging was seen
to be most important when people were buying ‘new’ products rather than buying things they
were already familiar with (National Consumer Council 1997). For older people this might
include not only those who were generally health conscious but those who had been advised
to change their diet because of a medical condition in later life. Older consumers are not
insulated from dietary change, so nutritional information issues are just as important as at
earlier stages in their lives (Department of Health 1992).
UK Food Labelling Regulations of 1996 concentrated on requirements for stating the food
name; listing ingredients; a durability indication; any special storage conditions or conditions
of use; and the name and address of the manufacturer or packer or a seller. These Regulations
also require nutritional data to be provided on food packaging and an indication of percentage
composition for ingredients given special emphasis (eg low fat). However, while these legal
requirements provide commendable information for the consumer, there is a surprising lack of
direction for manufacturers, packers and sellers about the legibility of that information.
They ... ‘contain no requirements as to the size and type of letters to be used in labelling’ ...
[although] .. ‘labelling particulars must be easy to understand, clearly legible and indelible
and, when the food is sold to the ultimate customer, they must be in a conspicuous place so as
to be easily visible’ (Food Standards Agency 2001). Article 13, of European Union Directive
2000/13/EC (European Parliament 2000) requires nothing substantially different in terms of
visual presentation.
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The problem with these apparently simple and unambiguous requirements is that they do
not sufficiently prescribe legibility to make the information easily readable. Packaging size is
finite, and nutritional information competes for space with cooking instructions and
illustrative material. The range and detail of information to be provided means that smaller
packs of food usually resort to very small print. Equally, some combinations of print and
background colours can make even larger font sizes difficult to read in all lighting conditions.
The main guidance on these matters for the industry is contained in the Institute of Grocery
Distribution recommendations for packaging legibility (Institute of Grocery Distribution 1994)
but these are not mandatory on manufacturer, packers or sellers. The current situation affects
all consumers (RNIB 2001) but, given the age-related eyesight changes experienced by most,
older consumers have a particular problem. It is also a basic one. If the information is not
clearly presented to consumers then other issues – for example, of understanding the
information provided and its implications – become irrelevant. Arguably, the increasing
proportion of older people in the UK means that the principles of universal design should be
applied not just to operational matters, but to the question of which baseline is routinely
adopted for legibility decisions. Information that is clearly presented is more accessible for all
– not just older people.

Food Standards Agency established a task force to look at label clarity ... ‘charged with
reviewing the ease with which consumers are currently able to obtain information of concern
to them from food labels, identifying particular sources of difficulty and making practical
recommendations for improvement’ (Food Standards Agency 2000). Changes may eventually
emerge from this but the issue of presentation has been around for a long time, and serves to
routinely make life difficult for consumers without perfect vision. It would be regrettable if
the solution were to be only seen in terms of electronic ‘referral’, as this would reduce the
value of change for older consumers.
‘Consumers increasingly want to know more about food products and want more labelling
about how products were made and what they contain. In future companies will be able to
provide consumers with greater amounts of product specific information via the Internet
and by linking information to the bar code that can be scanned in store’(Dawson et al
2000, 281).
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Discussion and conclusions
The theme uniting these two examples is the relevance of the older consumer’s current
experiences more generally. Far from being the discrete problems of a marginal group, they
reflect what happens to many UK consumers - poorly co-ordinated technological change;
failure to communicate, and consumer information that is hard to come by. It is necessary to
approach the design of everyday products, services and environments with profoundly
different assumptions about archetypal users and this needs to encompass older consumers as
a matter of course – and at an early stage. It is important not just because of the greater
proportion of older people in the UK population, nor because it has a bearing on their social
inclusion, though both are true. Arguably, it is most important because it has the potential to
make design better for all consumers.
Their relevance to mainstream consumer issues needs not only to be demonstrated but to
be acknowledged by wider society. How might older people – armed with past and current
consumer experiences – be better assured an attentive audience for what they say? The answer
is contained in one word – publicity. In a consumer society, that is the weapon of choice for
those who would cajole, shame or force providers to better meet needs. This does not mean
that it is easily achieved but equally there is no reason for despair. Older people need to find
an effective voice to lobby politicians and confront manufacturers and service providers with
the problems they cause or exacerbate. Solitary voices may seem insignificant - even futile against the power of large organisation to deliver goods and services in ways that suit their
needs but, amplified through local and national media, they are less likely to be ignored. As
with martial arts, it is important to use your opponent’s strength against them; bad publicity is
feared by politicians and businesses alike. We are apt to overlook their sensitivity to public
criticism but we have only to remember how quickly UK supermarkets distanced themselves
from GM products to see the truth of that.
Education, by and for older people, serves many different needs but enhancement of
consumer skills is something that should be given greater prominence nationally. Back in
1988, we drew the conclusion that … ‘older people may have learnt a lot through sometimes
bitter experience but we see this as no reason to question the wisdom of targeted consumer
education ….. We would see out call for effective consumer education for elderly people as
being entirely consistent with [the]… demand for personal autonomy, empowering them to
exploit better what possibilities they have, rather than being exploited’ (Bayliss and Lyon
1988, 53). Unfortunately, this is still valid. For older people to be taken seriously, they need to
know how to get their problems noticed.
Clint Eastwood does not just present us with a nostalgic figure – a fictional, unrealistic
view of old age – he demonstrates a persona more real than many imagine. The character
shows reluctance, or struggles to be heard, but then becomes effective at solving a problem
not of his making and not for his sole benefit. There is another lesson to learn from the media.
Writing of Hunter S Thompson - who committed suicide in February 2005 – Marianne
Macdonald recalled that his reluctant answer to the question ‘What frightened him?’…. had
been…. “Growing old. And helpless” (Macdonald 2005, 4). Let’s use education to help
detach age from helplessness. This is a wake-up call for awkward customers.
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Notes
1 Alvin Gouldner recalled….’I remember one occasion after a long negotiating session
with a publisher for whom [Erving] Goffman and I are both editors. I turned to Goffman and
said with some disgust, “These fellows are treating us like commodities.” Goffman’s reply
was, “That’s all right, Al, so long as they treat us as expensive commodities” (Gouldner
1971, 383).
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Food’s Cultural System Of Knowledge – Meals As A Cultural
And Social Arena
Christina Fjellström
Department of Home Economics
University of Uppsala

Although food is important to the physiological aspect of human survival, it is more than
just nutrition and fuel, as has been stressed by anthropologists and sociologists in numerous
research papers published over the years (e.g., Douglas, 1972; Levi-Strauss, 1969; Mennell,
Murcott & van Otterloo, 1992; Mäkelä, 2000). In people’s everyday lives, the meaning of
food is illustrated by the way we talk about food, cook, eat and behave at table. The cultural
and social significance of food and meals is, therefore, strongly connected to our identity as
human beings and as members of society.
In Sweden, the term matkultur, i.e. food culture, is frequently used when discussing factors
related to aspects of food other than the nutritional. When this term is used, it can comprise almost
any aspect of food: emotions, notions, beliefs, values, attitudes, behaviours, gender, religion,
politics, education and economy. Therefore, when speaking with scholars in the area of public
health or medicine, it is difficult to discuss the importance of culture for people’s notions about
food and health in everyday life.
Thus, due to its complexity, culture becomes an incomprehensible concept and, thereby, the
risk is that it will be cast aside as a less important aspect of food. But food is not only nutrition!
For this reason, it is imperative to discuss the concept and expression ’Food Culture‘ within the
field of nutrition education and research.

Among anthropologists, folklorists and ethnologists, particularly in the US, the expression
‘Food and Foodways’ is used. The term foodways derives from the Great Depression of the
1930s, when President Franklin D. Roosevelt initiated a project aimed at gathering evidence
concerning traditional folklore, folk life and culture among different subcultures in America.
Foodways refers to the connection between food-related behaviour and patterns of
membership in a cultural community, group and society (Camp, 2003). In addition, American
anthropologist Carole Counihan defines foodways as behaviours and beliefs surrounding the
production, distribution and consumption of food (Counihan, 1999).
There are some scholars, such as Yoder (196X), who have suggested that all daily activities
that are food related in some way or another are connected to people’s lives (Berg et al., 2003).
Because food is a natural part of human life, it becomes part of the meaning of life. In other words,
planning, procuring, preparing, presenting and consuming food become part of the expression of
everyday human life. Consequently, food-related activities, as part of everyday life, are an
expression of identity and the self through food. However, to understand how these expressions of
identity and self develop through the meaning of food, we need to understand the system of
knowledge hidden in food in everyday life.

Thus, understanding food’s cultural system of knowledge will help explain what meaning
people give food in their daily life and to how food gives life meaning. Returning to the
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Swedish terms, rather than talk about matkultur (food culture), in the future I would prefer the
expression matens kulturella kunskapssystem (food’s cultural system of knowledge), which is
what I will use here. It is important to stress that food’s cultural system of knowledge is a
matter of knowledge and understanding of meaning, not merely an interesting curiosity to be
sacrificed on the altar of nutrition. We must highlight this knowledge and understanding them
and put them into a context. Through understanding food’s cultural system of knowledge, we
can also see that food not only communicates meaning, but that food itself also entails
communication between people.
The way Carol Counihan discusses the meaning of food is useful in this context (Counihan,
1999). She considers that we give meaning to food in terms of cuisine, etiquette and food rules,
taboos and symbols. She defines cuisine as the food elements used and the rules for their
combination and preparation. Etiquette and food rules involve customs governing what, with
whom, when, and where one eats. However, how one eats food, the actual act of eating, is not
highlighted by Counihan, though it should be. Taboos are the prohibitions and restrictions on the
consumption of certain foods by certain people under certain conditions, and symbols are the
specific meanings attributed to food in specific contexts. These four fields, thus, can be applicable
to illustrating food’s cultural system of knowledge.
Why we choose to eat some foods, as part of a cuisine, but not other foods is based on the
meaning we give food. In the past, many people would have chosen food based on hunger. Still,
hungry as they were, they would not have eaten whatever foods they stumbled upon, but
preferably the foods accepted in their culture It is a well-known fact in Scandinavia that it took a
long time for potatoes to be accepted and implemented in our food culture. In today’s consumer
society, we can suppose that people do not eat primarily because they are physiologically hungry
or because they need nourishment. Today, people eat because “it tastes good”! We pursue new
taste experiences and events just as our forefathers chased the running buffalo on the savannah!
Thus, the cultural taste immigration taking place in our society reflects the different meanings we
give food, for example at meals and especially across generations. One interview with an older
woman of 81 years, conducted in connection with the MENEW project (Sidenvall et al., 2000),
illustrates this well.
”My son and his family visit me and I visit them. I like to cook and that they visit me. When
they do, I cook Swedish homely fare (Husmanskost), because they don’t eat that kind of food very
often. They eat a totally different kind of food: The modern food, pizza, and spaghetti, whatever
it’s called. I can’t keep track of all the new food. They eat fast food because they are both working
and have demanding jobs and come home in a hurry and cooking must be done quickly. I believe
that the boys, they are twelve and eight now, they have to learn to eat traditional Swedish meals
and they need to learn to appreciate that kind of food. And they do!”
In the narratives from our interview studies, this type of discussion often engages older
women and men, both in Sweden and in the rest of Europe. Older people are concerned about
food’s cultural system of knowledge; they want to pass it on to the next generations. A specific
problem – experienced by older people who have become dependent on others for their food and
meals in everyday life – occurs when a given meal is not prepared and served according to their
expectations or tradition. For example, Swedish pea soup is to be made with yellow peas and
served with mustard and herbs, not made with green peas and served with cream and horseradish.
When the culinary rules are not followed, the meaning of the meal can be altered altogether,
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resulting in loss of appetite and a missed meal (Mattsson Sydner & Fjellström, 2003). Thus, in
care for the elderly, food’s cultural system of knowledge is of great importance.

For older people, internalized rules of behaviour, which are rules of etiquette, at table can
cause considerable problems when eating and sharing meals with other people Old age and
illness may make it impossible to eat according to the norms of society, i.e. with a fork and
knife and without spilling. Thus, people in such a situation would rather eat alone than show
their inability and feel shame (Sidenvall et al., 1996). For some older women, the meaning of
life may be based on the ability to cook for others – to give the meal as a gift to their family
and friends (Sidenvall et al., 2000). However, when they can no longer cook due to old age
and illness, they are able to reason with themselves and start buying pre-prepared food
(Gustafsson et al., 2003). Thus, the meaning of the meal can be reinvented with the help of
food manufacturers. They can once again share meals with family or friends without having to
cook this gift of food themselves and from raw ingredients.
Taboos concerning food were common in early Nordic folklore (Bringeus N-A, 2001). These
taboos were often religious in nature. For example, it was forbidden to eat meat during the fast.
Today, however, religious food taboos are rare in Western society. As I see it, the taboos of today
are connected to the body and health and, as in previous periods, they are also culturally
constructed and controlled. Certain foods and meals are regarded as unhealthy, while the opposite
applies to others. This issue especially concerns women, young as well as old (Counihan, 1999;
Sidenvall et al., 2000). Foods, dishes and meals consisting of fat are seen as taboo. When people
in the 16th century had meat at meals during the fast, they were afraid of God’s punishment.
When people today eat fat, they feel guilt and shame. This is particularly true if they eat such
foods when they are alone. When old women share meals with family and friends, fat seems to be
less taboo. The food taboos are more a question of discipline and being disciplined can be
overlooked when the social aspects of the meal are important.

The last part of food’s cultural system of knowledge is the specific meanings attributed to
food in specific contexts, in other words food’s symbolism. A symbol is an object, a picture or
an activity that can be interpreted as something else – that represents something else. A Happy
Meal produced by McDonald’s can represent play and fun for children, but it can also have the
connotation of not being a proper mother. A proper woman does not let her children eat at
McDonald’s, she cooks her children’s food herself and from raw ingredients. I quote a woman
standing in the queue to McDonald’s on a Friday afternoon, a queue in which she met a female
friend who was doing the same thing, buying a Happy Meal for her child. She looked at the other
woman with guilt in her eyes: “Well, what do you do? This isn’t the best, but today, well I don’t
have the strength to cook. I’m so tired”. “Yes I know,” answered her friend. Then they started
talking about their children’s sport activities and what time they were going to meet next week.
In the 17th century, many different foods represented sexuality and fertility, as illustrated in
paintings from the period. Today, food symbolizes health, security and trust. After 9/11, the
American apple pie with an American flag on top became a symbol for Americans to feel they
had joined forces. On television talk shows and on the news, the apple pie became the symbol for
American values. Food can also symbolize power. During the 1980s and 1990s, big companies in
Sweden wanted to show how much financial power they had by serving gourmet foods and
champagne at shareholder meetings. However, gourmet food can also symbolize an inability to
economize. Perhaps that is why today big Swedish companies usually serve a simple cinnamon
bun and a cup of coffee at such meetings.
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Serving a dish, a meal, or specific foods at specific meals can symbolize security and
contribute to feelings of well-being. This is important to our health. Recognizable foods and
meals are, therefore, very important when we are growing up and growing old. This is
something we must consider in relation to ethnicity and culture. What is recognizable for an
old woman in the Nordic countries might not be recognisable for an old woman from Turkey.
Today, we live in a society where food is on the agenda every day, and not only in our private
lives. Food has also become a societal issue, a problem and an everyday phenomenon. People use
food not only as nourishment, but also as cultural and social expressions in everyday life.
Therefore, it is important to discuss food’s cultural system of knowledge.
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Abstract
The aim of this article is to find out what is needed to produce a Family Meal. The article
starts with an effort to summarise and discuss different descriptions of a meal. It then goes on
to define what a meal is and discuss the concept cooking. The need of competence to
produce a meal is also pointed out. With the aid of results from a Nordic study it is argued
that family meals still exist, though not on an everyday basis. The importance of company is
discussed, viewing the meal as a central family activity and also even now a context for
cultural learning. Our conclusion, as far as the future is concerned, is that it is necessary to
shift responsibility and enhance men's competence in everyday cooking, also a matter of
importance at various educational levels as well as for adults.

Introduction
When thinking of a ‘family meal’ the picture of a nuclear family, ‘mom, pa and two kids’,
comes to mind. The family is sitting round a table in the kitchen or in a dining room, having a
meal together. The table is properly laid. It is the ideal of a family meal. But this image is
threatened, a picture of a romantic past, a lost paradise. Or is it so that family meals still exist?
And if so, in what form?
The aim of this paper is to find out what is needed to produce a Family Meal. Firstly there
is a short overview of the definitions of ‘a meal’, secondly the question, ‘What is a family
meal?’ And finally: what components are needed to produce a family meal?

Some cornerstones of the definition of a meal
The British anthropologist Mary Douglas (Douglas, 1997) was one of the first to raise the
question, “What is a meal?” She made a classification schedule and used binary oppositions
such as ‘savoury/sweet’, hot/cold, and liquid/dry. She also looked at the structure of daily
meals and saw them as repeated analogies. She distinguished between four different levels: a
food event as an occasion when food is eaten, and a structured food event as a social occasion
organised by rules concerning time, place and sequences of action. A meal, then, constitutes
an occasion when food is eaten as part of a structured event connected with the rules of
combinations and sequence. A snack, on the other hand, is an unstructured food event without
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any rules of combinations and sequences. A meal system, Douglas says, consists of three
types of meals, namely: A major meal/the main meal, a minor meal/the second meal, and a
still smaller meal/the third meal, (biscuits and hot drinks). Both on Sundays and weekdays the
major meal components are a staple, and a centre with trimmings.
The British sociologist Anne Murcott (Murcott, 1982) further developed the analysis in
her studies. She not only discussed the components but also saw the relation between family
members, as expressed in the preparation and production of a meal. The ‘proper meal’,
Murcott says, is a cooked dinner, made and combined in the ‘right’ way. A proper meal
consists of one course only, a plateful, a combination of meat and two vegetables. A proper
meal not only represents a proper meal, but also a proper family and a proper housewife. Both
the Douglas and the Murcott models represent the ideology of meals. Nowadays a ‘proper
meal’ can also be a salad or a pasta, chilli or curry, as a result of the world having become a
melting pot of different food cultures. In a Finnish study, working class mothers’ ideas of a
proper meal were: “a hot dish, a salad and company” (Mäkelä, 2000, p 11).
According to a Nordic study on food habits (Kjærnes, 2001) there are six essential
components in a meal:– A Centre (C) consisting of either meat, fish or vegetables, Staples (S)
consisting of potatoes, rice, pasta, beans or lentils, Vegetables of different kinds (V),
Trimmings (T) i.e. sauces, pickles etc., Bread (B) and Beverages. Variables for ‘proper meals’
were to contain a centre, a staple and /or bread and vegetables, with trimmings as an
additional option. The most common combinations in the Scandinavian menu were CSV
(centre, staple, vegetables) in approximately 14 percent of all hot meals, and CSVT (centre,
staple, vegetables, trimmings) in approximately 13 percent of hot meals. In the Nordic study
‘the family meal’ was operationalised as a meal eaten by a person living in a multi-person
household. The meal was to take place in the home and was eaten in the company of other
family members and by all the family/household members together. The food that was eaten
was hot food (i.e. a cooked meal), but not necessarily a ‘proper meal’ as described above.
According to this definition family meals gather the entire household together. As noticed
here, the concepts ‘family’ and ‘household’ are used synonymously. According to this
particular study, family meals still exist in the Nordic countries, some 60 percent of all hot
meals being family meals. These were more frequent among older people and also more
frequent in households with children. Furthermore, couples with children were more likely to
have family meals than single people with children (Kjærnes, 2001).
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Cooking – food preparation
When reflecting on food habits it is easy to place the focus on the food itself, what is on
the plate and what, hopefully, is eaten. But food – as we all know – does not appear on the
table as if by magic. There is no Magica de Spell (www http:// duckman.phetto.com 2004)
who prepares the meal with her magic wand and says: “Dinner is served!”. On the contrary,
there is a perpetual and time-consuming process behind every meal. In discussing meals,
therefore, one also has to discuss the process of cooking.
To achieve a meal one needs ingredients, but these are not the only necessary components.
A lot of other factors are involved in the process. Meals need to be prepared in one of various
ways (boiled, fried, minced etc.). Someone has to decide what to eat, what to buy and how it
should be cooked. One also has to decide when to eat and with whom, and to whom the food
should be served. Food preparation is a complex activity. In order to make it possible to study
‘cooking’ in terms of work, one has to consider the different concepts and what they stand for.
An English definition of the process mentions the concept ‘food preparation’ and points out
where it takes place, thereby showing that there is more to it than just the use of heat.
Food preparation is… “The treatment of food in the kitchen, at home, in a catering
establishment or take away shop. It is a wider term than ‘cooking’ which implies the use
of heat”(Thruswell, 1986, p 64).
But the term ‘food preparation’ has to be even more extended: it is a very complex
activity, consisting of a series of decisions and actions, resulting in different dishes or
different types of meals as well as various nutrients. Food preparation also implies social
activity, providing a social structure and organising the people who are eating together.
Furthermore, food preparation has en economic dimension, household resource management.
And if, like Thruswell above, one also takes into account where the activities take place, one
can consider both the private and the public sphere. i.e.: at home and in restaurants, canteens,
etc. Here one also finds the boundary between paid and unpaid work: paid work in the public
sphere and unpaid in the private. Since there is no comprehensive concept to express it all one
might call it ‘the process of food preparation’, thereby including planning, shopping, food
preparation, and washing the dishes as well as the social and economic activities or
arrangements. The word ‘process’ also describes a kind of continuity, for example ‘planning’
– where does it begin and where does it end?

What kind of competence is needed to produce a family meal?
As Magica de Spell is not in charge, someone has to take care of the process of food
preparation. This person has to take responsibility for the everyday planning, preparation and
production of a meal, implying having time available for cooking, and knowledge of how and
what to prepare. In the Nordic study earlier mentioned (Kjærnes, 2001) people who had eaten
a hot meal were asked about their interest in cooking. The results showed that there was a
gendered relation between cooking and interest. Roughly speaking, the men prepared the
meals if they were interested in cooking. If not, they did not do so. For women, on the other
hand, it was obvious that they prepared meals whether they were interested or not. Cooking
today means having the competence to choose what is most adequate at that moment
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according to time, taste, money, nutritional quality, and in recent years also environmentally
friendly quality. The fact that the food may be pre-prepared in different degrees does not
lessen the cooking activity involved in shaping a family meal.

How important is the company when choosing the preparation and cooking
of a meal?
Traditionally the family meal has been seen as a core activity in family life, and in
particular a meeting point in everyday life (Lupton 1996). During mealtimes children are
“acculturated into rules and norms of civilized behavior” (Ibid. 38). Among others DeVault
and Sjögren de Beauchaine (DeVault, 1991; Sjögren de Beauchaine, 1988) have also
discussed the cultural importance of family meals. The question is where and when one learns
how to cook. Is it a matter of information campaigns or health care information? Is it
something picked up through school curriculum activities or in the form of gourmet recipes
picked up from TV chefs? Or is it still a mundane activity learnt by being in the kitchen at
home with people close to one? Is cultural context still, in fact, of importance, in an age when
individuality and choices of one’s own are so much discussed, and food used as an instrument
to show the uniqueness of self? We perceive reality from being involved in social actions i.e.
everyday living as a context for learning. Immigrant women living in Sweden have discussed
their vision of how to give children their original cultural identity with the help of food. They
also told, however, how they prepared “easy food” consisting of macaroni and chicken
sausage when they were alone with their children, and changed over to “cultural taste” and
dishes requiring long cooking when their husbands were present (Jonsson, Hallberg, &
Gustafsson, 2002).

Do family meals exist today?
The discussion of the decline of the family meal seems to be an ongoing theme and a
widespread myth. What is the truth? Murcott associates it with a longing for the ever more
golden days of the past and gives examples of the same discussion from the time of the First
World War (Murcott, 1997). In the Nordic study of eating patterns (Kjærnes, 2001) one of the
starting points for analysis was the existence of ‘meals’ as opposed to ‘grazing’. In relation to
family meals the analysis showed that in the four Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden) which at first appear to be alike, the eating patterns of hot and cold
meals and the numbers of meals differ. Nevertheless, family meals in all these countries are
part of ordinary everyday eating (Holm, 2001), as symbols of shared family life, and may
occur on an every-other-day-basis. In today’s multicultural societies there are people of
various cultural origins whose family meals are an everyday or every-other-day means of
identification of their own group and self. This is also discussed by Harbottle on the basis of
evidence from immigrant women in Great Britain (Harbottle, 2000).
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Gender and family meals
Family meals are seen as a global matter and considered to be vital to the sense of
coherence of a family unit (Holm, 2001). They are seen to be important, but also regarded as a
problem if they disappear. Someone has to take the responsibility of preparing family meals.
It is a tacit but important kind of job to stage family meals for 365 days of the year. Preparing
and serving meals to the family/household may also be seen in terms of presenting a gift
(Fürst, 1995). One gives something to the people living around one and in some way or
another expects to get something back in return as a devoted family member: love or
appreciation or respect. Everyday cooking has been, and still seems to be, a woman’s
responsibility. Men also cook, and when they do so they mostly get credit for it and are
praised for their efforts. When the family meal begins to be a burden to women not interested
but even so responsible for food making, it is time to introduce men and young boys to the
duties of everyday cooking. This means shifting the focus and responsibility from men’s
barbecue and party cooking to everyday family meals. It may also imply diminishing the gap
between luxury and everyday food.
Possibly, then, the learning of how to prepare easy, economic and tasty family meals
ought to be a matter for both boys and girls, and men and women of all ages – home
economics in an up to date version for the future in a society where the tempo is even faster. It
may then be a pleasure for both men and women to cook for the cohesiveness of different
kinds of families and households, including the joy of cooking which relies on competence, in
the company of people who are close.
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Food Habits And Meal Patterns on the Edge of an Affluent
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Introduction
It is an aim of this paper to present some results from a crossscientific/cross-disciplinary
research project among heavy drug addicts in Oslo. Main question to be discussed is: How
may food habits and meal patterns convey social and cultural information that stigmatizes
heavy drug addicts? Some concepts from theoretical framework on socialization and social
stigma are applied in the discussion of the empirical data.

Sampling, methods and data collection
Heavy drug addicts were in this study defined as persons administrating illegal drugs by
injections regularly. The sample consisted of 117 adult male-and 71 female heavy addicts.
The subjects were sought out in their ordinary daily life situations on meetings places for
addicts, hospices and on the street. The sample consisted of persons from the age of 18 to 67
years. Mean age for the female respondents was 33.5 ± 7.2, and, mean age for men was 35.6 ±
7.7. The applied methods were pre-coded questionnaire and 24 hours recall. Data were
collected from November 2001 to September 2002 (Sæland et al. 2002).

The Norwegian Welfare State as Context
The Norwegian society is strongly influenced by the common Nordic development of
social democratic welfare states after World War 2. Essential in this model of institutionalized
state interventionism is broad and universal coverage of social services in the fields of health,
education and care. An ideology of equal opportunities for all and public responsibility has
been basic and significant in the shaping of politics within these fields. Moreover, the idea of
equality is manifested in the principle that individual rights to health-care and pensions shall
not derive from social status of work or family. There is no formal link between an
individual’s contribution and his/her rights. Every citizen shall be economically and socially
protected against stigmatizing situations in cases of income loss, sickness and involuntary
interruption of paid work (Esping-Andersen 1996; Stephens 1996).
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Socialization towards participation in society
Socialization is here taken to embody processes and activities that aim at building
competences to master challenges, and capabilities to participate and take advantages of
opportunities in a given society. These aims may not be explicitly expressed, or even
conscious, but may be implicit in upbringing, education and care. It involves psychological
attachment, social and cultural sense of belonging, identity and self-understanding. In late
modern and complex societies, like the Norwegian, socialization takes place as continuous
and dialectical processes between individuals and groups, and between groups and society.
Socialization practices bear deep tensions between adaptation and power dominance on one
hand, and liberating possibilities to break with traditional cultural and social bonds on the
other (Smehaugen 2001).
It is common to divide between informal and formal socialization – and between primary
socialization arena (family/home) and secondary ones (education, work, medias etc.).
However, both forms, and both arenas where socialization takes place, involve more or less
formalized communication of values, codes, beliefs, attitudes etc. Self-understanding and
identity formation are intimately related to these communicative actions (Ibid.).

Identity and stigma
According to Goffman (1958, 1963), identity has three main dimensions:
Social identity. This dimension contains possibilities for prestige and valorized social
positions and vulnerability, negative identity; eventually combined with social stigma.
x Personal identity. This dimension is linked to life history, body, appearance, personality
etc.
x Self (Ego identity). This dimension involves self-understanding of what is felt,
experienced, thought etc. concerning own situation, history, social position etc.
x

Social stigma was used by Goffman (1963) to denote disqualification from full social
acceptance and inclusion in society. The origin of stigma was a blemished person who was to
be avoided; especially in public places. Preliminary conceptions were linked to some sort of
failing or shortcoming of an outsider who was physically and socially excluded from
community. Stigma and stigmatization was highly related to feelings of shame and inferiority.
It is essential in Goffman’s theory that social information about a given stigma – the very
symbol or sign, through which it was conveyed, is a matter of reflection and embodiment. In
line with this, a stigma is conveyed through bodily expressions and is communicated to those
who perceive this social information (Goffman 1963: 43).
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Empirical Findings
Socialization during childhood and adolescence
The respondents were asked about their family situation from the age of ten to sixteen
years. The findings show that their primary socialization during these formative years was
marked by abruptions and discontinuity in family structure and affiliation. One of five had not
at any time lived together with their biological parents. Nine respondents had experienced
total lack of primary adult caregivers for periods during childhood. Sixty percent of them had
completed basic school (primary and lower secondary), and thirty percent had completed
upper secondary education. It is interesting to note than more than ninety percent of the
Norwegian population of the same average age have completed upper secondary school
(OECD 2002).

Breakfast and lunch packet
Approximately fifty percent of the respondents reported that they did not use to eat
breakfast before they went to school. Almost thirty percent did not use to bring a lunch packet
to school. This implies that – on a regular basis – three of ten did not eat breakfast, nor did
they eat lunch packet at school.

Food intake
The drug addicts ate in general less than the normal population, and their intake of food that is
generally considered to be non-healthy was frequent. Intake of added sugar contributed with
approximately thirty per cent of the total energy intake – somewhat more for the females
(thirty-eight percent) – and less for the male addicts (twenty-six percent). Soft drinks were
consumed twice as much as the amount of milk. Neither potatoes, vegetables, and edible fats,
nor milk, cereals, bread and fruits, were eaten in sufficient amount compared to the reference
group (See Table 1).
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Table 1: Energy and food intake, mean±SD (kcal/gram)

Energy

Drug addicts
Females
Males N=117
N=71
1522 ± 1271 2121 ± 1414

Norkost (smokers) 1997
Females N= 495
Males N= 478
2000

2600

Potato
Vegetable s

13± 39
43± 100

23± 70
45± 91

105
143

151
131

Edible fat
Milk
Cereals/b
read
Fruit
Sugar added

8± 16
241± 387
71± 102

16± 29
196± 319
178± 214

31
363
197

46
536
285

104±241
26±70

147± 347
40± 105

202
6

199
9

Soft drinks

519± 599

462± 693

322

370

Meal patterns
The ways in which food consumption takes place reflect how people live and are taken
care of The drug addicts were served food from various charity organizations at places that
are normally not connected with eating. Their eating took for instance place directly on the
pavements and in door rooms and public outdoor stains. As part of the harm reducing
treatments among drug addicts, these organisations also drifted some meeting places with
cafés, however with limited opening time. Our respondents reported that one third of the
meals were eaten during night, with hardly any available places to eat. The drug addicts had
no fixed meal patterns. Sixty per cent reported to eat alone, while thirty per cent eat with
friends, and nobody eats with their family. Ten per cent did not know or did not answer
questions concerning eating habits.
Fifty-five per cent of the sample reported hunger as a motivation for eating, while delight was
mentioned by forty-six percent. Social company was the major force for thirty per cent, while
twenty-five percent had prevention of illness in their minds as motivation to eat. Sixty-seven per
cent reported insufficient access to food, while ninety-four percent of the addicts disliked the taste
of the food that was available.
Fifty percent reported that they bought food them selves. Steeling food and receiving from
family was the case in approximately ten per cent. More than twenty per cent came from charity
organisations, and only four per cent obtained food from garbage. Access to kitchen facilities was
reported by almost ninety per cent, while less than twenty per cent used the facilities regularly.
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Conclusion
This study shows that the great majority of the respondents did not use cooking facilities,
even if they had access to them. From their answers it becomes evident that food and meals
provide little cultural and social spirit of community in their lives. It is assumed that their
unsatisfactory food intake and lack of social organization of meals may partly be understood
as a consequence of insufficient socialization, practical skills and social competence related to
food and meals. Their instable family relations and abrupt educational careers may support
this assumption. The great insecurity connected to the quality and provision of food is taken
as symbol (or sign) that carry social information about a stigmatized and excluded group. This
humiliating social information should be regarded against the backdrop of a societal context of an
affluent society and a welfare state that is generally considered as generous.
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“Youngsters’ Conception of Food” - Educational and Curricular
Perspectives.
Jette Benn
The Danish University of Education

Abstract
Based on interviews and literature studies this article deals thwith formal
and informal
th
th
nutrition education. Interviews have been carried out in grade 6 grade, 9 and 12 in 3
periods. The themes for the interviews have been pupils’ experiences, choices and concepts
concerning food and meals on different occasions and their views on nutrition education
within home economics. The pupils’ views and choices in different settings were researched
and questioned in relation to formal nutrition education. In order to discriminate between
different aspects of nutrition and food concepts a model of food reflections was developed. It
turned out that foods are the starting point for reflections, as these are very concrete and
recognizable and next to that comes dishes and meals. Nutrients and nutrition are abstract and
difficult to cope with, and nutrition education is sees as meaningless in relation to themselves.
This forces teachers to rethink formal food or nutrition education.

Introduction
Food consumption is part of our living conditions and our lifestyles. Food has both a
symbolic as well as a functional, fundamental meaning for human beings; but food is also a
risk, as we live, as Beck puts it, in a risk society. This implies, that we have to take risks or
reflect on how to deal with risks when being a food consumer, although a lot of experts are
engaged to take care of the problems (Beck, 1992, Giddens, 1991). As educators within the
field we must also face them. Among the problems related to food consumption is the
growing global obesity epidemic. In particular, obesity among children and young people
concerns as it can in the long run become costly for the individual and society. Therefore, a
number of policies have been made and initiatives have been taken, but not many do consider
the problems within nutrition education. Food can rise to a wide range of personal, economic,
practical, theoretical, emotional, aesthetic and ethical dilemmas. Many of the dilemmas may
be hidden or tacit, but nevertheless they must be discussed, when it comes to education (Benn
2002, 2004). Formal competencies are those targeted in education, and these must be related
to the informal competencies acquired in different settings or “communities of practice”(Lave
and Wenger, 1995, Wenger, 1998).
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The qualitative studies - learning to be consumers in formal and informal
settings
Both formal and informal competencies were in focus in three qualitative research studies,
classroom observations, interviews and mind maps (see Table 1) The qualitative interview is
“a research method which gives privileged admittance to our basic experience of the lifeworld.” (Kvale 1997, p.63). The pupils were asked questions concerning food experiences
and competencies, what was necessary to learn and why, and how they would choose foods to
make a meal in four different situations, for themselves alone (a), together with friends (b), for
themselves and their family (c), and for a younger child (d). In case a) the key words were:
“Something easy, fast, ready-made, fast food, with a good taste and flavour,” as can be seen in
Table 2. When alone, the child choose fast food, although especially some of the girls mentioned
that it was important not to get too fat, and therefore fast food too often would be an unwise
choice. It was interesting to note that when questioned about their viewpoints on the subject of
home economics, many pupils said that they liked the classes very much because of the practical
cooking; but when it came to the question concerning a meal for themselves, they chose the easy
solution. Together with friends in case b) it was nearly the same picture, thus depending on the
place and time; it might to a greater extent involve sweets and soft drinks for this age group. In
case c) why and how they would choose foods to make a meal for their family, the answer might
be to make something belonging to their family food culture, to consider the number of people,
the food budget, taste, likes and dislikes, nutrition and their own practical skills (see Table 3). In
case d) when the children had to consider how to take care of a younger child, a lot of
considerations were mentioned, especially more concern for nutrition and health. This was also
related to the risks of getting too fat and also to concerns about avoiding microbiologically
contaminated food – for example, salmonella, in the case of chicken. More moral views like how
to combine different food groups, for example, bread and salami, and potatoes and vegetables
together with meat, were also shown in this case.
To summarise, it was clearly demonstrated that consumer choices in the case of food differed
according to the context and setting. The consumer/child moves from one level or setting to
another while learning to navigate. Combining the pupil's understanding and experiences with the
model of food reflections (see Figure 1), it
appeared that their talk was about dishes and meals - the food culture level, with an inclusion
of the level for foods when they talked about ’food for me’. According to the psychologist, Kurt
Lewin, this expression is the end result of different choices as a gatekeeper (1951).The gatekeeper
is the person, who chooses the food at different gates. That is, she chooses according to her
possibilities and capacities, to buy ready-made food or raw products, to buy cheap or expensive
foods, to prepare more or less, to eat here or there. ‘Food forme’ is “food good to think”, to use
“
Claude Levi-Strauss' concept (Levi-Strauss 1972). Food good to think and for me” meant for the
pupils dishes and food items they knew from their everyday lives: The sort of food they as
"gatekeepers" were able to put on the table or eat from the box. The reasons for the pupils
choosing the specific food can be found in taste, cooking abilities, and significance to satiety and
health, see Table 2. Pierre Bourdieu understands taste as socially and culturally dependent, just as
body and society are closely related, but also of individual character (Bourdieu 1971). An older
study of the food preferences of Swedish pupils for a school meal showed that pupils' choices
resulted in a great number of individually composed meals with small but important divergences,
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when they were allowed to select between different foods (). The same variety cannot be realised
in the case of fast food products designed with a uniform and neutral smell, taste and texture to
appeal to youngsters. These items are convenient to eat now and wherever or to put into the
microwave oven. The reason for using fast foods was to avoid ‘fuss’, this is seen as contradictory
to pupils’ claims of enjoying cooking and the processes involved. As expressed by this girl:

“I would choose fast food or anything to put in the microwave oven!”
Interviewer: “But you just told me you enjoyed cooking.”
“Yes, but that is in the school!”
The response shows that the enjoyment of cooking was dependent on the actual context. It
was great when cooking was done together with others. The results were similar to those
found in a Danish socioeconomic family study that showed that one parent families18 more
often chose fast food and did not bother to cook as much as two parents families. Both
rational and economic reasons for choices occurred together with more social and emotional
reasons dependent on whom the participants in the study were with. The health dimension
was also taken into account with regard to how often pupils would choose fast food, but the
family budget also played a part here. Another point expressed was that fast food was not
proper food - not a proper meal as expressed by the anthropologists (Douglas 1972). The
word ‘proper’ could be directed towards nutritional value but it might just as well be a more
moral and/or cultural value of the food. Burgers, pizzas, spring rolls and sausages were fast
foods, not proper meals, whereas a proper meal was a meal with a definite format consisting
of more elements with definite relations between them e.g. meatballs with potatoes and gravy.
The format was dependent on how it was experienced in the different families. The talk still
revolved around “food for me”, but “my family” might be added to this. The habits of the
family together with the family food budget, health and cooking skills determined the menu.
But there was a movement towards the more social level of food (expressed in the Danish
word ‘kost’, which can not be translated to an adequate English word). It becomes, in Marvin
Harris’ expression, “food good to eat” (Harris 1984). The more material side of the food was
included in this theoretical expression and also in practice (see Table 3).
Finally, more parameters were included when the pupils were asked about food choices
and cooking in situations where they were responsible for looking after someone else. In this
case, caring, health and moral aspects were taken into consideration and some aspects of the
formal nutrition education lessons were also revealed. Prohibitions and restrictions were
brought into the discussion like the ones the pupils themselves experienced (see Table 4).
Concepts such as clean food, healthy food and good food appeared in some of the responses.
Clean referred to Salmonella problems. Excluding some foods and including others defined
healthy foods. Health was defined as: “…vitamins, iron and what you have to eat... or you get
fat and unhealthy.” And: “You need to get some protein in your life”’ (Boy, grade 6) Health
was encircled by means of nutrients and thereafter defined by risks: ‘You get fat, you die from
a stroke..’ It is, when compared to the WHO concept of health, a negative or narrow concept
of health, where absence of illness is the primary content (WHO, ). The WHO definition
includes physical, psychological and social well-being and not only absence of illnesses. The
responses indicated thinking on the level of nutrition, i.e. the most abstract level in the model
of food reflections. As can be seen in Figure 1, when pupils talked about ‘food for me’, they
talked about foods – the middle layer - or dishes and meals, the bottom of the model, whereas
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when the speech was about ‘food for others’ they moved toward the top of the model. They
moved from foods to the perceived healthy food items, and finally towards nutrients at the
more abstract natural scientific level. This natural scientific level is very complicated for most
pupils this age (and also many grown-ups) to understand. The characteristics of the concepts
‘food for me’ and ‘nutrition for others’ are elucidated in Table 5. Whereas the subjective part
is individual and reflects preferences for special or single food items or dishes with flavours
the person likes, the concern for others is viewed collectively and is more concerned with
nutrients and health. Food budgets become more important when more people are involved
and there is a greater motivation for cooking. Lastly, the moral dimension of food and diet
becomes more significant at the collective level, too.
Two different roles come forward: ‘the ego-centric consumer’ versus ‘the eco-centred
producer’. This is a transfer of Eleanore Vaines' description and models of the philosophical
value orientations of home economics teachers (Vaines 1990).The ego-centric person sees
solutions from a more egoistic, subjective point of view, whereas the eco-centrered person makes
choices that reflect concern for the welfare and care of the ecos. Ecos comes from the Greek:
Oikos, which means household.

Food consumer competencies and food education
Food consumer food competencies are learnt in different settings, as shown in the
examples from the research studies. In Western culture we have seen a McDonaldization of
society, which means that the American way of living has had a great impact on children’s
consumer habits, especially
regarding food and drink, and on their informal education through
24
media and products. But the values in society as a whole and in different subgroups have also
an impact of the consumer breeding or education. The liberalisation from old traditions and
norms means that today’s food choices and intakes can be anything and everything at any
given time. At the same time as we are being freed from old norms and are almost able to
choose what we want when we want it, we live in the risk society. Food has become a risk,
therefore Giddens says, we need to be reflective and this has implications for education.
Hence, it is through the development of the gatekeeper role - the action competence – that
more action possibilities can be imparted to pupils through formal nutrition education. The
question now is how this should be done. The starting point must be to meet the learner where
he/she stands, to get the ‘food for me’ concept out into the open, to discuss, develop and
expand pupils' understandings from their starting point; but also to strive to achieve an ecocentred understanding. The theory-practice relationship must be held in a dialectic relation and
more research about both parts must be carried out Pupils’ experiences must be extended to a
deeper comprehension, as expressed by Kolb in his study of Experimental Learning (Kolb, ). This
is only possible when educational considerations match the pupil's needs and level or zone of
development. Lastly, policy makers must be made aware of the importance and need for research
within nutrition education as well as the need for allocation of resources concerning the school
subject; time and teacher training are the most important elements.
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Conclusion and perspectives
The research findings raise a demand for discussion of nutrition education and further
investigations of both the content of and methods used in education. In particular, there is a
need for research concerning the natural scientific aspect of nutrition education. How much
theory is necessary? How should it be taught? Paivi Pajoloki has in her thesis: The
Complexity of Food-related Activities in a Household Context, proposed ‘a novel way of
teaching, food and nutrition issues’. This proposal involves “the development of the students’
critical thinking”, which “is fostered not only by discussing what-questions, but also why-and
how-questions, thus relating the subject matter to the students’ life-situations and
environment,” Palojoki 1997, p.230) This puts a greater pressure on all people but especially
on teachers and researchers within the field.
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Cookery Duel – a Way to Identify Gender Formations in Home
and Consumer Studies
Monica Petterson
Department of Food, Health and Environment
University of Gothenbourg

Purpose of the study
The overall aim of the study is to investigate how gender formations are created in a
context where there is a strong traditional feminine “genderization”3 at the same time, and
thorough striving toward gender equality. Can one or more gender formations be identified in
some specific contexts in Home and Consumer studies (HCs)? How do boys and girls appear
in this particular environment? Focus is mainly from the perspective of gender. One of the
reasons is that today the school has a rather strong role to play regarding gender equality4. In
the present curriculum, Lpo 94, gender equality is part of fundamental values and tasks of the
school (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2006).

Background
Home and Consumer studies concentrates on the various activities of the household,
which cover a sense of community, food and meals, housing and consumer economics, which
must be integrated into a meaningful whole. Resource management, health, gender equality
and culture are four issues that should permeate the teaching in HCs. The goals to aim for are
written as “to do” in the syllabus, and “knowledge in action”5 is an important basis for this
kind of education (Skolverket, 2000 p. 18-19). Regarding gender equality, this document
states in the goals to aim for that in its teaching of Home and Consumer studies, the school
should aim to ensure that pupils: “put into practice the 2principles of democracy and gender
equality, and also experience and understand their importance for activities in the household
and relations between individuals” (Skolverket, 2000 p. 18).
The school, in which the observations were carried out, is located outside a big city in the
west of Sweden. It was chosen because of its heterogeneous catchment area to fund a varying
data. This paper is based on two classroom observations of 120 minutes each, in two different
classes from the ninth grade. The total group examined consisted of 11 girls and 17 boys. One
advantage of observation is that behaviour and the course of events are studied in a natural
setting (Patel & Davidson, 1994). The observing has been done on two levels, partly one
which is comprehensive and partly one which involves deliberately turning the spotlight to a
2

Genderization is the ascribed and structured in what we call “female” or “male” for example
characteristics, occupations and beliefs (Thurén, 2002).
4 The goal of gender equality in Sweden involves equal opportunities, rights and responsibilities
for women and men regarding all areas in life which includes economy, the labour market,
education, influence and family (SCB, 2006).
5 Molander, (1996)
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specific event. Focus has been on how the pupils perform, speak and what is happening
around the specific incident. In the study, gender is understood as a social construction,
affected by the social, cultural and historical context (Butler, 1990; Pendergast, 2001). When
it comes to the interaction between the pupils, inspiration is drawn from the dramaturgic
perspective of Goffman (2000) and his theatrical metaphor is used to describe the subjects of
the survey. The ideal types of Weber (1977) have also played an influential role and have
been used as an instrument to elucidate a fixed part of the different characters that was
identified with the pupils in different social situations.

Cookery Duel6

3

The interactions and teamwork between the pupils is a big part of what happens in the
classroom. The metaphor is that the pupils and their teamwork are actors on the stage and I
have had the benefit of seeing this scene from the first parquet. The play performed is the
Cookery Duel and it contains three acts: Introduction, Accomplishment and Prize-giving.
Actions will be reported from each act to form a broad basis for the analysis. The Cookery
Duel implies a competition in cooking where the pupils challenge each other in groups. The
rules of the competition are that it is based upon the knowledge of the pupils and the structure
is less rigid than ordinary lessons. Every group has the same starting point and each group is
assigned a bag with some staples. On this specific occasion, the bag contains “Falun
sausage”47, rice, a carrot, one leek and an apple. The aim is to cook a meal in a creative way
from the resources available. Spices, dairy products etc. can also be used but the base is the
same for all groups. Grading is done on a scale of 1 to 5 and it is the group with the highest
total that becomes the winner of the Cookery Duel. On the blackboard there is also a schedule
which states suggested time for planning, accomplishment, point of time to eat and time for
cleaning, washing dishes etc. A random grouping is made by lottery, and today there are both
unisex groups and mixed groups. The drama can begin…

3

6 Cookery Duel was the name of a popular TV-show in Sweden in 1990, where two famous
persons competed in cooking.

4

A typical Swedish everyday food, which is a lightly smoked and boiled sausage.
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Act 1 - Introduction
At eight sharp, the teacher Maria goes out to open the door for the pupils. Small talk,
some noise can be heard first from the boys. They sit down at their usual places and now a
girl takes note that Cookery Duel is written on the blackboard. She calls out: We will win!
The teacher starts by telling them the aim of today’s lesson. A large number of questions are
called out from the boys mostly, and the teacher stops them. She says: Let me first go through
the rules and then we’ll see if you have further questions. The pupils calm down and get to
know the criteria for marking. The competition is not only about creating a good meal,
hygiene, co-operation, orderliness, methods, the laying of the table, creativity, appearance and
service are also of great importance. They also learn that each group should do a small plate
so that the teacher can taste the different dishes. This causes some kind of winner instinct in
the boys. Diverse comments can be heard: If we put some money under the plate, how much
will it cost to win?
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Act 2 – Accomplishment
The pupils are full of expectations and eager to get started. The starting signal goes and
the group that is most anxious consists of three boys: Simon, John and Tom. They rush to the
bench and empty out the bag with the provisions. Before them they see the sausage, some rice,
a carrot, a leek and an apple. After a very quick discussion with the guidance of Simon they
have decided to make a stew. They start to get things moving. Simon fetches the spices, John
goes to find a saucepan from the cupboard and Tom takes care of the vegetables. Another
group with only girls, Sarah, Jane and Liza, calmly rises and goes to the laundry room to get
an apron and to wash their hands. Afterwards they gather around the bag and pick up one
ingredient after another. They start to discuss what to do and how to do it. Are they going to
chop or cut in slices? What about the apple? After a short while the discussion is complete
and they start to work. The two other groups, which are mixed, do things the same way as the
group with only boys, i.e. they hurry to the bag and empty out the contents on the bench. One
mixed group is working together Andy, Michael and Joanne. Those pupils are the only ones in
their class who do not rush to the bag. They have the same strategy as the girls in the other
class, i.e. they put on aprons, and they wash their hands and then turn their attention to the
contents of the bag. Joanne is in the leading position and has an idea what to do and explains
it to the boys. They go along with the proposal and different kitchen activities begin.
Joanne: We must be hygienic. And please, keep a good manner!
Andy takes the apple and is about to cut it.
Joanne: Wait, don’t do anything with the apple yet.
Joanne: Michael, you take care of the sausage.
Andy, instead of cutting the apple, intends to cook the rice (but seems
to be a bit unsure of how to do this). Joanne notices this.
Joanne: Wait, I’ll show you how to do it.
Michael: Is this the right way to cut?
Joanne: Maybe a bit thinner.
The work goes on and later on the pot is seasoned and stands ready. Andy is now inactive,
and watches the other two working. Joanne starts to lay the table and then concentrates on the
apple, which she cuts in a star shape. Andy and Michael are now both idle and sit by the
dining table.
Joanne: (turning to them) Can one of you arrange the water?
The groups have now finished cooking and sit in peace and quiet in groups and eat the food.
The teacher goes around and tastes the different dishes and the pupils proudly tell how they
improvised with spices and other flavourings. Suddenly John stands up, clears his throat,
raises his glass and says solemnly: Enjoy your meal! Simon and Tom recline over the table
laughing. From the group across the classroom, Sandra says: Stop being silly!
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Act 3 – Prize-giving
We have reached an exciting moment in the competition – the distribution of prizes. The
cleaning and tidying up is done and the pupils sit expectantly at their desks waiting to hear the
results. Sandra who had earlier killed John’s formal speech states that the group of boys had
flirted and made a fuss. John answers: well, it was a competition. Finally, Maria states the
winner: The three boys come first by a narrow margin. A boy in another group loudly
expresses his disappointment while Simon, John and Tom are radiantly happy. At the prizegiving John pretends to be a bit embarrassed and says that it is mostly for the honour.
The same procedure is about to happen in the other class. A similar hopeful atmosphere
pervades the classroom, and all the pupils seem tense to find out who has won the Cookery
Duel. The pupils stress that the second best must be announced first. Andy, Michael and
Joanne came in second place. They look rather disappointed, not having reached the first
place. The winning team is the yellow kitchen – three girls and a boy who (under joyous
shouts of approval) each receive an apron as first prize. Three different ideal types were
identified. In an attempt to point out gender formations in the interaction between the pupils
which rose during the Cookery Duel, I have categorized different forms of behaviour and
arranged them under different ideal types. The three types I could recognize are the Hero,
Wallpaper Flower and Clown5.8 Successfulness and capability are the qualities of the Hero,
while Wallpaper Flower disappears among the patterns of the wallpaper and doesn’t make
much noise. Clown is a character who craves attention by making jokes and being humorous.
By putting sex in front of the ideal types, they take on qualities which are manifested more
or less in the different characters. For example, a big difference comes into view when the
Hero also appears as theHeroine. Both types are skilful, creative and have strong
selfconfidence. They know the subject and their high self-esteem leads to a positive attitude,
which shows in the form of leadership. The management, however, shows in different ways.
The Hero seems to have looser bridles when it comes to the organization and responsibility,
compared to the Heroine. The Heroine, who can be personified in Joanne, working together
with Michael and Andy, is the one who from the beginning has taken on the main
responsibility. She organizes the work by telling the boys what to do. Simon, in the group
with the boys, is the one who is most capable and is represented here by the Hero. Unlike the
Heroine, he doesn’t have the total liability. Instead, the work progresses from the boys’ basis
of knowledge. Simon gets the honour of cooking the sausage pot and flavours the rice, while
the other boys take care of the vegetables and the apple. It seems as if there is an unwritten
rule that the most “skilled” of the pupils is assigned the most advanced task, in this case the
pot as Joanne and Simon.
Research has shown that boys identify themselves as being humorous (Frosh, Phoenix &
Pattman, 2002). Boys gain a higher standing by showing off in front of other boys. Girls have
an ambivalent feeling in appearing before the public, and are not as dependent on publicity as
boys. They get their status from interaction with their girlfriends, often two by two (Bjerrum
Nielsen & Rudberg, 1991). The character of the Clown was mostly identified in boys. A
question that can be posed is what the jokes and amusing behaviour actually stands for. The
5

The name of the categories is inspired by Gestalt therapy (Pirls, 1974).
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full-offun banter can be interpreted in different ways: a way of searching for attention, the
right of not following the norm, an absence of knowledge or resistance. Wernersson (1988)
suggests that predominance in the classroom is perhaps more interesting in maintenance of
male dominance than obstruction of teaching. To joke can also beunderstood as challenging
the dominant definition. Another interesting point is that predominant boys get attention not
to predominate, while girls meet indulgence because of expectations (Granström & Einarsson,
1995). The boys explicitly brought to the teacher’s attention how prudently and correctly they
had behaved in the Cookery Duel. These kinds of comments were not heard from the girls.
This may be interpreting, as girls are always expected to keep in order, to cooperate and be
reliable. For the boys, on the other hand, it was a competition in earnest, and the aim was to
win. Because of this, they looked for the teacher’s approval and tried hard to be “wellmanaged” pupils.
”Diligence, and to exert oneself” is a female gender-marked attitude in learning situations
(Jakobsson, 2000). The character of the Wallpaper Flower was noticed mostly in girls. They
were competent, but not quite in the same position as the Hero/Heroine. Something
remarkable with Wallpaper Flowers was their endeavour to do things the “right” way. There
was a difference between the boys whose disposition could be distinguished to be Wallpaper
Flower, and the girls. Wallpaper Flowers in masculine form are not as capable as the girls,
and to manage they search for attention either by speaking out loudly what is being done or
posing questions which don’t demand an answer. When it comes to drawing a conclusion
about the ideal types, I am playing a waiting game since my empirical material is too small. In
a subsequent study, it would be interesting to find out more about different group
constellations with different ideal types. Another aspect would also be to distinguish
distribution of power in the different categories.

Concluding comments
The dramaturgical perspective of Goffman has been a useful model when it comes to
investigating how boys and girls interact in Home and Consumer studies. By associating the
location as a scene where actors interrelate, gender-specific behaviour has been distinguished.
One purpose in analysing the material from categories in ideal types was to discern structures
which might be reproduced. A note should also be made that the categories are specific for the
field and constructed from the empirical material. One dilemma in using established types is
that there are both boys and girls who don’t fit in under the ideal types, for example girls who
stand up against boys who are noisy. Another intention has been to demonstrate girls and boys
acting in different conditions in the same structure. Different types of social competence and
positions are something remarkable. One example is boys who want to impress boys
(Fundberg, 2003). If there is no scene, there is no rank. In this game, the behaviour of the girls
is quite ninteresting. This is about homo-sociality where boys win status in their own group.
One example of this is when a boy stands up and proposes a toast. The expression from the
girl that it’s just rubbish is ignored, and so is her comment at the prize-giving when she points
out the boys cringing. As the boy himself answers: It’s a contest. That is, anything is allowed
and the most important is to keep one’s position in front of the boys. Consequently, a position
of power in gender can be expressed in many ways. In the future, maybe it will not be so
interesting to know what kind of police is used, but instead to see how they are utilized.
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TEN VIEWPOINTS ON FOOD, CULTURE AND
CONSUMPTION
Foreword
“Open your refrigerator and I can tell who you are”.
Food cannot be studied apart from other aspects of everyday life. Food and food-related
manners are an essential part of human activities and culture. Food is also a culturally-related
way of expressing identity. You are not only what you eat. You are also what you do not eat.
Sometimes exclusion of certain food items reveals the shared values and companionship of a
group of people, better than eating from the same table.
If we really want to understand the complexity of food-related activities or even try to
change someone’s food habits, then we need to understand the context in which the eating
pattern exists. The context here refers to the time, places and settings in which people eat and
share their food. As discussed during the intensive course in Uppsala, sharing can also happen
in virtual space: people need not necessarily be present at the same dining table. Virtuallyshared company is a clever way to alleviate problems arising from geographical distances.
Food is not only nutrition, but also a complex battlefield on which at times irrelevant
details get too much attention. The complex overall picture cannot be readily understood. The
aim of the intensive courses is to give students more relevant skills and understanding, so that
they are able to assess others’ situations and provide appropriate help when needed. We also
wanted to give them tools to see structures and wholes, instead of bits and pieces, which is the
narrow view often found in media. Many of the participants are to be educated as
professionals in the area of food and nutrition (dieticians, home economics teachers, and
administrative dieticians). They should be able to read food media critically and also develop
their own critical-thinking skills.
The third Nordplus-funded intensive course was held in Uppsala on 2-7 April 2008. The
theme of the course was Food, culture and consuming: changing habits and conceptions in
the Nordic countries. Previous courses have been held in Helsinki (2005) and in Gothenburg
(2007).
The aim of these intensive courses is to bring together Nordic scholars, to actively discuss
and debate the various course themes with students from partner universities. For students this
kind of activity provides:
- an opportunity to learn more about food in society,
- an opportunity to improve English skills in the scientific discussions,
- an opportunity to obtain feedback and ideas related to individual thesis projects,
- a certificate of participation to be added to a CV, and
- a chance to meet fellow students from the Nordic countries.
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The course themes in Uppsala were as follows:
- food and learning in changing Nordic welfare states,
- cultural construction of food and conceptions of food with emphasis on health
- consumer society, food and health,
- food and food habits among different consumer groups, and
- methodology and novel research methods in food and meal studies.
During the course participants actively joined in the lectures, work groups and round-table
discussions. The students arrived with a preliminary research plan for their candidate or
master’s thesis. For them it was great luxury to get so many supervisors’ scholarly comments
and ideas on how to develop their studies further. The teachers had a wonderful opportunity to
exchange ideas and discuss course themes as well as to see how the development of this
research and study are represented in each University.
This publication is a summary of both teachers’ presentations and the students’ abstracts
(appendices). The latter were re-written, based on the comments and discussions in Uppsala.
We hope that this publication will impart something of the enthusiasm and creativity we
experienced in Uppsala!

Päivi Palojoki and Christina Fjellström
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Cultural constructions of food and health. Preliminary data from
a Nordic study
Christina Fjellström
Department of Food, Nutrition and Dietetics
University of Uppsala
During the 2008 Nordplus course in Uppsala the consumer society was discussed from
different perspectives. One crucial phenomenon in this context in our contemporary lives is
health. We think about health in almost all aspects of our daily lives. When “googling” on the
net health produced 1 270 000 000 hits while food and health came up with 795 000 000
hits. We can truly say that it has affected our cognitive mental structures. Every day people
are forced, more or less, to choose food and meals and in this process health has become
almost the number one priority. In a European study carried out in fourteen member states
among 14 000 people in 1997 trying to eat healthy was after quality, price and taste, the fourth
most important factor when choosing food (Lennernäs et al, 1997). One suspects this reason
has become even more important ten years later. We are supposed to take responsibility and
reflect, more or less, on what we choose to eat and if that is god or bad for our health. Health
in relation to food is therefore an important part of how we perceive ourselves as cultural,
social and biological human beings (Caplan 1997).
Every period in mans history has developed its own ideology defining what is considered
as health (Ulf Olsson 1997) or healthy food within the culture (Fernández-Armesto 2001).
Already the ancient Greeks and Romans were fascinated by how food could affect people’s
health (Fjellström 2002). For example, in the Greek and Roman cultures nature, i.e. the
uncultivated landscape was seen as something negative, it was considered the opposite to the
civilized and human world. It was only unfortunate people who consumed food from the wild.
A civilized citizen only consumed foods from land cultivated by man. This is an example of
cultural constructions of health in relation to food in olden days. Today we have the opposite
image of foods from nature (Fjellström 2002). “Natural foods” involve new and different
meanings and symbols. It is now equivalent to healthy food, produced in the bosom of the
rural setting, far away from the mass-produced industrial food. Food from the wild is thus the
most natural, most untouched food and consequently the healthiest. Here we can see how
ideologies and cultural constructions vary over time.
My definition of cultural constructions is thus how a group of people think and act on
specific phenomenon at different times and in different societies or cultures. Some would say
that this is the same as an ideology or a discourse. Quoting Deborah Lupton it would fall
under “Poststructuralist perspectives draw on inquiries into the socially constructed nature of
know ledges, emphasising the centrality of language in meaning” (Lupton, 1996:12). When
cultural constructions are expressed it is to a large extent by using binary oppositions.
Studying consumer society young people is an important group that we need to know
more about. How do they think of food and health? What cultural constructions on food with
emphasis on health do they give meaning to? In the project Teenagers perception on healthy
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food6 many interesting results are starting to emerge. By using a web based questionnaire
young people aged 14 – 16 years of age in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland have
answered questions on how they perceive healthy food in their everyday life and how they
value and define healthy food. In this presentation I am presenting some preliminary results
from the Swedish data which consist of more than 400 adolescent’s answers.
The Swedish adolescents express their subjective conceptions of food in relation to health
by both describing individual food items, characteristics of the food, and by using binary
oppositions such as;
“Veggies, potatoes, and pasta” – individual food items
“Low fat, energy dense, high in fibres” - characteristics
“Healthy greens, not junk food” – binary oppositions.
The food items associated with healthy food was almost all examples of what in our
contemporary society are considered food good for your health. For example, vegetables, fish,
whole grain bread and pasta. The characteristics were often related to fat and fibres, but also
to taste, good for your body, full of energy and vitamins. The binary oppositions included
different foods or behaviours that were good versus bad, for example it was good for you to
eat breakfast and bad for you to skip it. Eating regular was good and grazing bad, eating
proper food good and candy bad, and so on.
This shows that the young people are theoretically aware of what is considered to be
healthy food in today’s society. They give us all the right answers. One could say they know
what is expected of them.
I interpret the responds the young people in this study gave on questions on food and
health as illustrations on cultural constructions created by the cultural conventions in the
society they are part of. Parents, teachers, the school, the society at large have been clear and
successful in communicating what is an acceptable food choice and behaviour and what is not.
To be healthy you need to eat certain food and not others. If they actually do this is difficult to
give a straight answer to. Studies on adolescent’s food habits show that they have the same
problems as adults, namely they should eat more vegetables and fruit and less fat, and further
more a high sugar consumption is specifically associated with young people (Becker and
Pearson, 2002).
When Kathryn Backett and Heide Alexander (1991) interview children more than fifteen
years ago about what was healthy food or not, they were presented with very much the same
answers; healthy food do not contain fat, sugar or salt. We know that young people all over
the western world have become the target in the debate on food and health. They need to
change their food habits food because an increase in obesity and the effect that has on their
physical health. Thus the theoretical knowledge about food and health seems to have little
effect on their food habits. In another study by Backett (1992) on health knowledge in middle
class families, it was shown that moral imperatives is linked to so-called health behaviour.
The parents and the children knew what was expected of them in the interview. Health-related
knowledge had assumed an identity and purpose in it’s on right, and as she says, quite
6

Participants in this Nordic project are Jette Benn from Denmark, Christina Fjellström from Sweden, Annbjörg
Lindbäck from Norway and Päivi Palojoki from Finland.
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separate from any behavioural implications. She is quoting Robert Crawford who has said
“To be healthy is to demonstrate to self and others appropriate concerns for the virtues of self
-control, self-discipline, self-denial and will power”. To know how to be healthy was a
possession to be displayed, not the opposite. However what we want to be perceived as and
how we actually live our lives can be to different things.
Anne Keane has said that the contextualisation of health practices is a key theoretical
issue with repercussions for debates about individual freedom of choice (Keane, 1997:177).
She goes on by saying that health beliefs seem in the academic research a part of a sphere
which exists apart from everyday life. In this current Nordic project we did have the everyday
life as an overall factor when studying young people’s perceptions on food and health.
Besides asking these youngsters about perceptions on health and food we gave them
possibilities to share ideas on what they thought could be better health behaviours by
themselves in everyday life, in school and in their homes.
When the teenagers thought about their everyday life they reflected on health in relation to
food in other ways. For example, on the question on how the family could have healthier food
habits the answers given was that they should take control. It does not say what exactly hat
they should take control over, it could be choosing low fat food or eating regular meals or,
perhaps it is an example of the young generations opposition towards experts, authorities or
global multinational food industries? We do not know what these answers hide. Other
answers they gave on how the family should change to better and healthier food habits were
the ones about helping each other. These answers, I believe, do not reflect mental
constructions created by cultural conventions, rather reflections on how food in young
people’s life could actually change. For this change to occur the individual needs to be seen in
the context of the household, the school, and the society. As Henson and co-workers
expressed it “a food choice is not that of a single isolated individual but is made in the context
of a routinely collective and negotiated process of choice”.
Therefore we must also in our research go beyond peoples display of health believes
created by the cultural conventions and look more at the actual strategies and behaviours
related to health, if we want to contribute to a society that take peoples daily life seriously and
to help develop solutions for a healthy an everyday life. Therefore it will be interesting to
further study our data in our Nordic study, where we focused both on young peoples
subjective beliefs, reflections on strategies in everyday life in their homes and families, school
environment and in the society at large.
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What’s gender got to do with it?
Women/femininity, men/masculinity and sustainable development
Karin Hjälmeskog
Department of Curriculum Studies
University of Uppsala

The notion of sustainable development is hard to define. It is complex, it is evasive, but
none the less it is on the agenda. As an international example United Nations has declared
2005-2014
The
Decade
for
Education
for
Sustainable
Development
(http://portal.unesco.org/education ) and on Swedish national level there is a Honour of
sustainable development, which schools can apply for (http://www.skolverket.se/sb/d/2274 ).
These examples are both from the area of education and I will come back to education at the
end of this paper. First I will make some comments on sustainable development in general
and sustainable consumption in particular, then I will put on my gender lenses and finally, as
mentioned, I will discuss education for sustainable development.

Sustainable development
Smith (2008) argues that no definition can capture the full meaning, value, and
implications of the terminology, especially not of the underlying ideologies. Several questions
can be asked when discussing the concept of sustainable development. For example, what is
to be sustained, what is development and what is to be developed?
Just to have a point of departure I will present one very commonly used definition of
sustainable development. It is the one from the Brundtland commission in 1987, used by the
UN and others. Sustainable development is a …
… development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own need.7
To do this it is necessary to involve all three different dimensions of sustainable development:
the social (and cultural), the economical and the ecological dimension. This puts not only
environmental issues on the agenda, also, as in the case of the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development, DESD, the following areas have to be covered, as they together
with environment are the key action themes

7

x

Gender equality

x

Health promotion

x

Rural development

x

Cultural diversity

www.un.org/esa/sustdev/index.html
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x

Peace and human security

x

Sustainable urbanisation

x

Sustainable consumption

In Sweden sustainable development is assigned the Ministry of the Environment, at the
same time consumer issues are handled by another minister, namely Nyamko Saboni, head of
Ministry of Integration and Gender Equality. The name of the ministry means that consumer
affairs becomes invisible. A few years ago, under the governance of the social democrats,
consumer affairs was situated at the ministry of agriculture, and during that time the link to
sustainable development was strong. Now this link has become rather weak. This is of special
interest for my discussion, as I will take consumption as a starting point to elaborate gender in
relation to sustainable development.

Consumer society
Consumerism, it has been argued, has won the ideological war of the 20th century.
Consumerism is what defines our age and is the lens through which most of us view our time.
This tells us something about the value consumption has for the individual. The long reach of
consumer society can be measured by the vast increase in purchases of goods that functions as
emblems of modern lifestyles such as cars, electronic devices etc. But the argument that
consumerism defines our age and our society runs much deeper: the drive to acquire and
consume dominates many peoples’ minds today, maybe it is possible to say that consuming
even fulfils the place once occupied by religion, family and community (Flavin, 2004)
Our enormously productive economy… demands that we make consumption a way of life,
that we convert the buying and use of goods into rituals, that we seek our spiritual
satisfaction, our ego satisfaction, in consumption… . We need things consumed, burned
up, worn out, replaced, and discarded at an ever-increasing rate (Flavin, 2004 p. xviii,
citing Victor Lebow, a post WWII American retailing analyst).
This quote shows the model which helped fuel the growth of global economy since World
War II, creating income and jobs for hundred of millions of people. People with salaries
which make it possible for them to consume. Bauman (1998) argues that the most important
role for a member in a consumer society is that of the consumer. A consumer society engages
its members foremost in their role as consumers, and it need members that can and are willing
to play that role. This became quite clear when president Bush, just after September 11, 2001,
advised his fellow Americans to do their duty to go to the malls and “buy”.
Being a consumer today is a complicated enterprise. You have to consider your own
economy, as well as the nations; the number of goods and services to choose from is
constantly increasing; the impact your choice has on your own and your family’s health has to
be considered as well as the impact on the local and global environment and on the people
handling the goods throughout the production process etc.
We are forced to shop, that is how the economical system is built. There are several
factors “helping out”. First of all we are human beings with physiological, social and
psychological needs and wants, and secondly, the huge access to goods makes us want more
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and more. Thirdly, the fact that a lot of goods also becomes cheaper and cheaper, due to
effects of globalisation, makes it possible for us to buy more things. But also the market itself
has impact on our will to consume. The huge amount of money spent on different kinds of
advertising tells us that advertising pays off. Further the credit card systems, makes it possible
for us to buy even if we have not got the money (http://www.worldwatch.org/).
But this continuously increasing consumption has dark sides. It does not follow the natural
pattern of natural environment: where no waste is produced, everything is re-cycled or
reclaimed. Further, the eco-systems of the world cover less and less area due to the
urbanisation; building of roads and other impact human creativity has on earth8. But it is not
only the natural environment that suffers, also the individual. The number of people that
suffer from over weight and obesity due to miss- or/and over consumption of food stuffs rise,
so do the number of people with economical problems, for example those who do not manage
to pay their loans. And it is strange, even though we have regulations for working hours, we
get older, and have different kinds of leave from our jobs we experience a greater lack of time,
and we are not happier. “We are richer, and richer, and richer, and yet, no happier” states the
WWI (www.worldwatch.org/node/5516).

The dark side of consumption and it’s effects on men and women
Men and women have different relations to this dark side of consumption. First, the
pollution affects women and men different. The former Swedish minister of the environment,
Lena Sommestad, once stated that
Women have relatively more fatty tissue and are therefore more likely to deposit different
substances in their bodies. As women give birth to children and breast feed them, the
substances they are exposed to can be transferred to their children (Sommestad, 2006,
author’s translation).
The fact that women and men do not experience the effects of pollution the same way can
be attributed to biology, as Sommestad states in the quote above, and to economics and
gender patterns (http://www.cwpe.org/node/138). The effects of environmental degradation
are pushed down the socio-economic ladder. Those who cannot afford to protect themselves
in different ways are exposed more. All over the world, women are disproportionately
clustered at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder (ibid.). Concerning gender patterns, for
one, women do different kind of work then men and they work in different places. Women
also fill different social positions than men, especially in relation to home and children.
This often means that, literally, women are in the front lines of exposure to toxins in the
environment. Because of their social location, (which also often has a real locational
correlate), women are much more likely than their male counterparts to have early and
prolonged exposure to water-borne pollutants, pollutants in the food chain, and household
pollutants including indoor air pollution (ibid.).
Second, changing life conditions affects men and women differently. As an example,
changes in water supply and sanitation can be mentioned. In an area in Nepal improved water
8

There are different ways to study the impact indivduals and nations have on the natural environment. One
example is ”Ecological footprint”, see for exaple: http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/ and
http://www.panda.org/index.cfm
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service was introduced. But the women in the area complained that the new services has
increased their time used for water collection had increased significantly, as much as four or
five times. This is because the tap stands and the tube wells are located along the roadside,
where the women cannot bath freely or do the washing of clothes used during menstruation.
In order to fulfil these tasks women now carry water to their homes several times a day,
spending significant amount of time and energy to do this. So even if the changes were meant
to better the situation for the people in the area, the situation for the women actually got worse
(Women 2000 and beyond, 2005). Further, the energy consumption involved in water
collection can have negative impacts on women with poor nutritional intake. One study in
Zimbabwe estimated that the work with collecting water required 30 per cent of average
calorie intake (ibid.).
Thirdly, studies on time use shows that women all over the world take more responsibility
for and use more time to do reproductive work, such as caring for children, elderly, household
food, cleaning, washing, health and basic needs provision.9 This means that when conditions
for doing housework (as in the example from Nepal above) or new tasks are added to the
households by for example new waste handling systems and demands for re-cycling, the time
women use for the household work may increase and the differences between men and
women will become even bigger.

New patterns of consumption are possible
A few years ago Stefan Edman, a biologist and environmental activist, was appointed by
the government as the person in charge of an inquiry of sustainable consumption focusing on
foodstuffs, housing and transport.
Edman argues that every Swedish citizen need to make changes in her/his daily life, to
help reduce injustice and environmental damage, and at the same time strengthen his/her own
health and household economy. This presupposes that industry and producers take their part
of the responsibility and that politicians dare to make decisions in the same direction. He
states:
…politicians and citizens must row the boat of the future with two oars:
x the oar of technology which provides us with resource efficiency,
x the oar of ethics which deals with change in our daily behaviour.
If we use only one of the oars, we will go round in circles and make no progress (SOU
2005:51, p.18)
Further, Edman argues, that the patterns of consumption should be measured along two
paths. The first path is that we must become “greener” consumers, i.e. we choose foodstuffs,
new cars, holiday travel etc. in ways that are based on solidarity and that are as resourceefficient and environmentally friendly as possible (SOU 2005:51, p. 19). The second path is
that we gradually reduce the proportion of goods in our household budget in favour of

9

For the Swedish situation see for example SCB, 2003. The relation between women’s worse psychological
well-being and their disproportionately large responsibility and time use for household work see Boye,
forthcoming doctoral thesis.
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consumption of services that limit the use of resources (ibid.).10 Principal 1 and 2 must be
combined to create a genuinely sustainable development, and this in turn, requires significant
political will. The technological development and globalisation over recent decades have led
to productivity growth which have reduced the relative price of goods as shoes, clothes and
food. A similar reduction of costs has not been seen in the immaterial service area. If the
government and parliament seriously want changes along the two paths, decisions must be
made to lower the costs in the immaterial service area.
As mentioned above, every Swedish citizen need to make an effort when it comes to
changes in consumption. But, as I will show below, it seems as some people need to change
more than others.

Women’s and men’s different life styles/conditions and their effect on the
environment
The negative impact people have on the environment differs. And a difference can be
found according to gender. This is, as mentioned above, due to differences in economy,
biology and gender patterns. Take transport as an example. Johnson-Latham has written a
report on gender equality as prerequisite for sustainable development (MVB 2007:02), in
which she discusses the difference in attitudes to and use of transportation between men and
women. 11 She shows differences in richer as well as poorer countries.

10
Naturskyddsföreningen i Sverige, The society for nature conservation argues along the same line when talking
about three challenges: (1) Change from production of goods to production of services, (2) locally produced food
and adjusting to seasons, (3) buying eco labelled stuff (www.naturskyddsföreningen.se).
11
Transport is actually one area in which a gender perspective has been included. In environment issues in
general the lack of gender perspective have made it difficult to handle many problems as many of them involves
peoples private life, or everyday life, which is traditional thinking is associated with femininity and women’s life
(Naturvårdsverket, 2004).
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aeroplane
car
boat
train
buss
bicycle
walking
stay were you are

Figure 1: An illustration of how the majority of the earth’s population have only limited
mobility or use only simple modes of transport while a minority use motor or air travel (MVB
2007:02, p. 51).
The picture above shows the differences in men’s and women’s use of transportation,
where men more often are using aeroplane and cars, and women due to their position in the
lower part of the socio-economic ladder often stay where they are, i.e. to avoid transport or
walk or to use the simplest and cheapest methods of transport, such as the bicycle (Swedish
National Road Administration in MVB 2007:02).
As a consequence men have a lager negative impact on the natural environment than women:
The fact that women travel less than men – measured in person kilometres per car, plane,
boat and motorcycle – means that women cause considerably fewer CO2 emissions than
men and thus considerable less climate change (MVB 2007:02, p.50).
The different possibilities for men and women can be regarded an issue of gender equality:
men and women do not have equal possibilities if they do not have the same ability to move
around and if they don’t have the same choices regarding means of transportation. This
becomes undoubtedly when looking at the concept of gender equality.

Gender equality and gender theory
Gender equality means that women and men have equal power to shape society and their
own lives. This implies the same opportunities, rights and obligations in all spheres of life
(SCB 2006). The Swedish government has decided on the following objectives concerning
gender equality:
x Equal distribution of power and influence. Women and men have the same opportunity
to be active citizens and shape conditions for decision-making.
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x Economic equality. Women and men have the same opportunities and conditions
concerning education and paid work that gives economic independence throughout life.
x

Equal distribution of unpaid household work and care for others. Men and women
have the same responsibility for household work and have possibilities and conditions
to give care and get cared for.

x

Men’s violence towards women stops. Women and men, girls and boys, have the same
right and possibilities to bodily integrity (www.regeringen.se, author’s translation).

From this we learn that the spheres of life included in the definition of gender equality in a
Swedish context is society (citizenship, power), economy (education and paid work), home
and family life (housework and care) and integrity of the body.
It is easy to focus on the disadvantages of women. Why cannot women have the same
opportunities in for example transportation as men? It can be more fruitful to shift the focus to
the relation between women and men and how these contribute to formation of conditions
such as access to resources, participation in decision-making, exercise of power in society and
in the household. Doing this kind of gender analysis means that the relation between women
and men are not seen as biologically determined, but socially shaped and culturally specific.
This means that the relations between the sexes can change over time.
So, while gender equality is a political declaration of intention and therefore normative,
gender is an analytical notion.
Gender concerns what is regarded as feminine or masculine, or as Hirdman
suggests ”gender can be understood as variability of ideas ”men” and ”women” (ideas that
always use the bodily differences) which give rise to notions and social actions which also
have influence of biology…” (Hirdman, 1988, p. 51, author’s translation). Hirdman
systematizes the ideas of gender to a structure, which she calls a gender system. She regards
the gender system as a fundamental social structure influencing all spheres of society. The
gender system varies over time and between societies. It is characterized or manifested in two
principles. First the segregation between femininity and masculinity, what is masculine is by
fact not feminine and vice versa. Secondly, hierarchy, which in nearly all known societies
means that women are subordinated i.e. a male norm. This means that what is regarded
masculine, whatever it is, is more valuable, important etc. than what is regarded feminine.
If we keep the facts about difference concerning means of transportation in mind and
scrutinize it through gender lenses, we can observe the work of the gender system and its male
norm not only when studying the possibilities to use transportation and the choice of means of
transportation but also in relation to how much money is spent on flight traffic, roads, public
busses, safety for pedestrians etc. Now, it seems, a greater part of a countries common
resources are used in the areas of transport used and preferred by men: road traffic and
scheduled airline service (MVB 2007:2, p.53), i.e. a male norm works in politics of
transportation.
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When it comes to discussing what needs to be done, a gender perspective is essential. As
Mikael Karlsson, the chair of Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (Svenska
Naturskyddsföreningen) once said
The debate on gender equality in part concerns possible differences between men and
women. For me it is quite simple. Women and men are both alike and different. One
difference in Sweden is that women have a stronger environment commitment than men.
Swedish women also have less negative impact on the environment than men. Why it is
like this can of course be discussed, but regardless men’s life styles should become more
like women’s more environment friendly life styles, than the other way around.
I have myself studied the same kind of differences in Eastern Africa, the pattern can be
found all over the world. That is why the breakdown of the global patriarchy would
benefit the environment as well as the health of people (www.snf.se, authors translation).
I argue that these kinds of differences can be understood as issues of upbringing and
education. For me it seems both possible and important to ask questions about the way we
bring up and educate girls, in relation to how we bring up boys. The results of some studies I
will mention below suggest that the ways we bring up and educate girls better meet the needs
of a sustainable development.

Differences in education and the issue of important knowledge
As an example the results of research concerning student’s choices in ethical situations in
relations to democratic competence conducted in a Swedish school context can be mentioned.
Svingby concludes…
The differences between the answers from girls as a group and boys as a group are
significant and without doubt. Girls do in their answers more often express a sense of
justice, solidarity, tolerance and responsibility. Girls, as a group, answer more in line with
the goals of the National curriculum. More girls than boys seem to have understood the
meaning of the democratic values emphasised in the National curriculum, and further,
they seem more willing to act accordingly (Svingby, 1998, p. 11, author’s translation).
Also in an international study on young peoples attitudes and interests in relation to
environmental and ethical more sustainable consumption patterns (UNESCO, 2000)
significant differences between girls and boys were found. In general, it seems as if girls are
more conscious of the relation between consumption and environment and they seem more
willing to take action to preserve the nature environment (p. 30).
What then are the actual differences in upbringing and education between girls and boys?
One interesting study indicates differences in everyday life (Evaldsson 2001). The study
concerns what kind of and how much time is spent on household chores at home. The group
studied was boys and girls between 10 and 18 years old. I will not go into depth of the study
here, only very briefly mention some of the results. The chores are divided into self service
(making your own bed, tidying your own room etc.), and family service (chores done for
others: laying the table, doing the dishes, cooking, washing etc.). What is interesting in this
context is that girls do more family service. At the age of ten, the differences between boys
and girls are negligible, but among the older teenagers the difference is significant. Further, it
is interesting to notice that the girls, who do most family service, are also those who express
that gender equality at home is very important. Among the boys, fewer and fewer say that
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gender equality at home is important, the older they get. I would say that these differences in
everyday life can have impact on young people’s lives as grown ups. Evaldsson (2001) states
in her conclusion:
If girls “learn” how to cook, do the dishes and clean the house while boys don’t, the
probability that girls will continue to take greater responsibility when starting a family of
their own increase (p. 293).
If boys help out with more chores at home, and if the parents are strict with children
helping out at home the probability that boys thing of gender equality is important
increase (p. 295).
In relation to education for sustainable development the lesson learned by girls is not only
to actually manage to do these specific tasks. Even more important is that the girls do things
for others and thus learn to care. When we learn to care for those close to us, in the family (or
in the classroom) we also learn to care for those further away. As Noddings (2002) puts it:
If we have been well cared for and have learned to care for a few intimate others, we
move into the public world with fellow-feeling for others (Noddings, 2002, p. 22).
Another aspect of this discussion is the valuation of women’s experiences and knowledge.
Doing housework is historically women’s work, and thus women’s experience and knowledge.
In a report on traditional knowledge in relation to biological diversity Tunon (2004) notes that
we actually know very little about women’s knowledge. What women knew, did and
developed in the household has not been scrutinized or studied in the way men’s work have
been. The same tendency can be noted when studying the development of school education in
Sweden. Studies have illuminated the differences between girl’s education and boy’s
education about a hundred years ago (Florin and Johansson, 1992) and a comparison with the
National curriculum today will show how boy’s education have been the model for creation
the common education of today. Home and consumer studies are included as the only subject
focusing on family and everyday life, but it is the smallest subject, counted by hours taught.
Thus it is seen as the least important subject in school today. 12

12

Of totally 6665 hours (á 60 minutes) 118 hours is Home and consumer studies. To compare with some other
school subjects Arts 230 h, Physical education 500h, and textiles and wood and metal work (slöjd) 330h can be
mentioned.
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Conclusions
I have earlier discussed issues on citizenship education in relation to what content in
school education is regarded so important that everyone, boys and girls, must learn it making
it possible for them to become responsible citizens (Hjälmeskog, 2000); and the need for
education to help students, girls as well as boys, to question the prevalent gender system, and
thus challenging the norm of girls as more caring, just and tolerant than boys (Hjälmeskog,
2006). In a discussion on education for sustainable development these kinds of issues are
crucial.
Johnson Latham writes in her report about changing the map (MVB 2007:2). I like that
metaphor about the need to re-write the map, and it is the map of norms and gender, and of
important knowledge and education for sustainable development that needs to be re-written.
This is easier said than done. Still I would like to mention some ideas as a contribution to the
debate on a re-written map on education for sustainable development. One idea is that we
need to teach about women’s and men’s different life styles and about the gender system We
need to help our students at least to imagine things being different: what would an (gender)
equal school/society/world look like? What would a sustainable development and a
sustainable lifestyle look like? Further, we need to offer opportunities to and support students
when calling into question what is regarded as normal/natural for example gendered
distribution of unpaid and paid work, ways of spending the time and money etc. Home and
consumer studies, HSC, i.e. learning for family life and life as a consumer need to be taught.
That means a revaluation of women’s experiences, not least of care, and of women’s
traditional knowledge. Last but not least HCS-education, and all other education for
sustainable development, need to teach values i.e. practical (environmental) ethical reflection
(Kronlid and Östman 2008) must be taught and practiced.
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Introduction
The health and diets of children and adolescents are a result of different circumstances and
relationships, including the relationship to school. In recent years a number of health
educational projects have been initiated both concrete school food projects and educational
and informational efforts. One reason for such project is the spreading obesity epidemic. The
rationale for the diverse projects is to change food habits, but in general a more nuanced view
of food and health has been lacking. Moreover, young people’s own experiences and
understanding of food and health (as didactical and learning theoretical considerations) should
be included as qualifying elements. These contributions might be ‘hard to swallow’ or have a
healthy sense, depending on how and why the food is placed on the menu. How ninth grader
adolescents see and understand food, meals and health is important for educating them to
choose healthier habits. A joint Nordic research project focuses on these issues, namely, a
web-based questionnaire, which has been used to reveal ninth graders attitudes in Denmark,
Finland Norway, and Sweden. This article is based on the Danish part of the Nordic research
project: Children and Youngsters as Food Consumers, Conceptions of Healthy Food Habits
Among Teenagers in North Europe and on my earlier research on children and adolescents
and their encounters with food at school, both in formal education and as a circumstance of
the school day (Benn 1996, 2002). In another paper I review the studies of the concepts and
understanding of food, meals and health of children and adolescents (Benn 2008).
This short article is an expanded version of a presentation at the Nordplus Course 2008 at
Uppsala University. The main points were the following:
•

Definitions of central concepts

•

Danish examples from the Nordic questionnaires for ninth graders

•

Discussion: empirical and theoretical approaches

•

Qualitative semi-structured interview study: an interview guide

•

Questions for food studies and research

•

Theoretical approaches
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Definitions of central concepts
Consumption is one of the central concepts in this work. Although it can be defined in
many ways, I have chosen the following three definitions, each presenting aspects of
consumption.
A very simple definition is the following:
•

‘ To consume’ is ‘to make away with, use up, devour, eat or drink up’ (Pocket Oxford
Dictionary)

The next two definitions are more elaborate; both are concerned with the object of
consumption as well as its act and process:
•

Consumption: ‘the use or appropriation of an object is more often than not both a
moment of consumption and production, of undoing and doing, of destruction and
construction.’ (Lury, 2007, p. 1)

•

Consumption: ’in its archetypical form of the metabolic cycle of ingesting, digesting
and excreting, consumption is a permanent and irremovable condition and aspect of
life, bound by neither time nor history.’ (Bauman, 2007, p. 25)

With regard to food consumption, the following questions can be raised in light of the above
definitions:
•

Is consumption of foods an issue different from consumption of ‘things’, objects or
services?

•

How can we explain food choices and behaviours related to food consumption?

•

How do these choices lead to individual, family and group food habits?

Today society is often referred to with Beck’s term, ‘risk society’, one that features:
x
x
x
x
x

McDonaldisation
Globalisation
De-traditionalisation
Privatisation
Individualisation

These features of late modernity in the western world or in life conditions put pressure on
the individual to choose, including choosing foods. How can a single individual choose,
combine, select, prepare? Does one eat alone or with others in a family, a school setting or
elsewhere?
But food is not just food; as Warde stated: ‘Food is a complex case. Its consumption is
universal, mundane and polyvalent. Everyone eats, most eat several times a day without much
reflection; yet the activity is integrally connected with many other highly meaningful aspects
of living. It is meaningful because it is social.’ (Warde 1997, p. 181)
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Food must be understood as consisting of single items of vegetable or animal origin; it can
be changed through cooking into a dish; dishes can go together to form a meal; a meal is
culturally mostly defined. Although multinational producers also have their definitions of a
dish or meal that can be eaten all over the world and perhaps not be dependent on the time of
day, week, year or life. That goes for burgers and pizzas made by international firms. Foods
also contain nutrients that offer better or poorer nutrition for each person. Definitions of food
as such depend on the way food is seen and experienced, as nutrients and nutrition, as single
food items, which can be prepared or eaten raw, as dishes or full meals (see the model for
consideration, Benn 1996, 2004).
Psychologist Kurt Lewin made the following model or field theory of how food reaches
the family table and ultimately, the individual. This model is based on society from the 1930s
to the 1950s in regard to food production, distribution, sale, households and families. The
model is useful, but we need to take into consideration that many units and processes have
changed, and so has the family situation. That means among other things that foods have
changed; foods can be split into atoms and reassembled in new combinations; the setting for
food intake for the child and the adolescent is not only within the family setting but also in
many other places.

Figure 1. Channels through which food reaches the table (Lewin, Kurt. 1945. Field Theory in
Social Science. Selected theoretical papers. (Cartwright, D. Ed.). Harper & Row Publishers).
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The figure shows how food reaches the table and by what means becomes either ‘food for
me’, as Lewin expressed it, or ‘nutrition for others’ as I have shown in earlier research studies
and as is also shown here (Benn, 1996, 2004). To delve into the meanings, the figure must be
supplemented with further questions. These can be seen in the refiguration of Lewin’s model.

Buying

What and where?

Transportation

How?

Storaging

Where and how?

Preparation

Why?
Where and how?
Where, how and with
whom ?

Eating

Who is the gatekeeper?
How can he/she handle this
role?
Where does this happen, in
the family, in school, outside
school..?

‘Food for me’

Figure 2: Channels through which food reaches a person: Kurt Lewin’s model in
refiguration (Benn, 2008)
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Study and results
The questionnaire project has been developed in cooperation with Nordic researchers.
Only part of the Danish study will be presented here, namely, the following qualitative
questions concerning food and meals. The study results will be elaborated and described
further on. This is the first draft of some of the results. The answers can be further analysed
according to gender, and Nordic comparisons show other aspects of the responses.
The questions presented are the following:
1) Can you mention three food items you combine with healthy food?
2) Could your own food habits be healthier? If yes, how?
3) What should be done to make food choices healthier in schools?
4) What should/could be done to foster healthy food choices in society?
5) If you were to choose a meal for yourself, what would it be?
6) And for your family?
As can be seen, the questions concern different aspects of food and meals, such as food
items, settings, and both individual and more collective levels and choices. The answers are
both representative and also show the scope of the field.
1. Can you mention three food items you combine with healthy food?
•

Fruit, proteins, fibers

•

Vegetables, boring potatoes

•

Vegetables, fruit, low-fat food

•

Something delicious, healthy and better than what you eat every day

•

A little fat, lots of vegetables and rye bread

•

Ecological food, vegetables, rye bread

Fruits and vegetables stand out as foods regarded as healthy; so does rye bread. These
choices reflect official food advice and so does the answer ‘a little fat’. Ecology is also seen
as intertwined with health.

2. Could your own food habits be healthier? If yes, how?
•

I could eat fewer sweets, chips and drink fewer cokes.

•

I ought to take food to school; we ought to have better food at home, meaning
something you can eat a lot of without becoming fat. Parents who work too much do
not think foremost about buying healthy food!

•

I ought to eat more healthy stuff, and fewer unhealthy, fatty things, a whole plate of
salad instead of a pizza.
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•

I could stop eating all, too fat food. And I can stop to eating so much junkfood,
especially shawarma (an Arabian taco, meat, bread and vegetables). I can eat salad
more often, because it is healthy and because I love salad. I can find other healthy
items to eat during the lunch break at school. I could, for instance, make a salad for the
lunch box.

•

I could eat breakfast more often, eat fewer candies, get more iron and vary my lunch
and breakfast more.

The answers show both specific foods to be included or excluded from the diet and
specific foods, especially soft drinks, candies and fast foods that should be diminished in the
diet or left out.

3. What should be done to make food choices healthier in schools?
•

Unhealthy foods should be eliminated; then pupils would buy the healthy stuff, and it
would not be bad if they made the healthy food more exciting.

•

There should be a canteen, not just a pizzeria and shops nearby.

•

It could be forbidden to sell pizzas, sausages and all the unhealthy stuff.

•

They could sell more fruits and vegetables. Pupils learn nearly from the first grades to
eat unhealthy foods, but if they came to a school where they ate ‘green’ the pupils
would learn from early childhood that it is better and healthier. Adolescents’ diet
depends also on the school and the other pupils.

The answers to this question show if and how the school health policy was implemented,
and prohibitions and/or an exemplary food health menus are suggested as tools for improving
healthy food choices.

4. What should/could be done to make food choices in society healthier?
•

You should be able to buy fruits and vegetables in edible portions.

•

There are all too many advertisements that tempt and provide offers. And then it is all
too cheap! There might be a tax on goodies and sweets, but also tell about healthy
alternatives. Candy and chips do not do as that…

•

The unhealthy foods should be forbidden.

Here again there are suggestions for prohibitions, in this case through legislation of foods
and also taxation. Advertisements are also an issue for regulation in the students’ minds.
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5. If you were to choose a meal for yourself, what would it be?
•

Make spring rolls in the pan without fat and have it with vegetables and a glass of
water.

•

Buy. I do not bother to cook for myself.

•

Something to cook fast, but which at the same time is healthy.

•

Risotto with chicken and vegetables.

•

Pizza.

•

Pasta salad with feta cheese, dressing, cucumber, green leaves, bacon and baguettes.

•

Red meat (beef), béarnaise sauce and fries.

•

Brown bread – open sandwiches.

•

Mixture from refrigerator.

To choose a meal for oneself opens a lot of possibilities. The answers show solutions to
the complex cooking of health food or the simpler luxury food, such as beef, béarnaise sauce
and fries; in many cases the fries come from a frozen package and the béarnaise sauce out of a
can or package. By contrast there are those who make a mixture from the refrigerator or
simply put something on slices of bread.

6. If you choose a meal for your family, what would it be?
•

Beef with béarnaise sauce, potatoes and salad

•

Pizza, ready-made

•

Pasta, meat sauce, bread and a small plate with salad

•

I would cook in the wok

•

Salmon with pasta

•

Buy something

•

Something good, depending on weekend or weekday

In this case when the family is involved, there are some similarities with individual
preferences. In nearly all cases it is a hot meal; in Denmark this is normally the evening meal.
It is a meal with more than one ingredient; side dishes or vegetables are included along with
beef or fish and some basic staples, such as pasta, pizza dough, bread or potatoes. But also
solutions with ready-made, bought food, which could be convenience food or ready-made
pizza are used. Finally, the meal also depends on the day: weekday or weekend.
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Discussion of results
The results of the selected questions will be elaborated further through combining the
questions and information and via an in-depth interview. Here, I will discuss the answers
according to Alan Warde’s characteristics of food, namely:
1. Food is a complex case.
2. Consumption is universal, mundane and polyvalent.
3. Everyone eats; most people eat several times a day without much reflection.
4. The activity of eating is integrally connected with many other highly meaningful
aspects of living.
5. Eating is meaningful because it is social.

1. ‘Food is a complex case’.
Food means nutrients, foods, dishes, meals and diets. The answers represent the whole
range of these parameters. But all these different qualities of food represent its complexity.
The first examples show part of the official nutrition advice and daily recommendations.
Example: Eat more salad, brown bread… get iron… eat breakfast.
The complexity is also based on late modernity and the risk society; food is expressed
both as a risk and a basic need, a dilemma everyone has to face daily.
Example: Get fat, buy ecological.

2. Consumption of foods is universal, mundane and multifaceted
The universality or global connection is represented in the McDonaldisation of food. Pizzas,
burgers and pastas are worldwide products of universal character. The multinational firms
make products with taste, texture and simplicity to please consumers all over the world. In
nearly all the questionnaires burgers, pastas, pizzas were mentioned as dishes that adolescents
choose and eat on some occasions. But adolescents also prepared these foods at home as well
on other occasions. The mundane (fashionable) versus the profane as earlier described by
Durkheim could also be seen in the answers:
Example: Chicken soup with meat and flour balls versus fast food and candies
make the meal look appetizing and aesthetic versus a snackmeal.
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To turn to the multifaceted aspects or dialectics of food, food has been seen as the freedom to
choose and decide whom to eat with and where to eat and also as a control medium, a force
and a discipline of the body.
Example: Eat less of, eat more, eat at meal time.

The multifaceted part was also related to the selection of food according to gender and age.
Example: Pasta salad for a girl versus beef for a boy.

Other examples could be seen as antinomies between tastes (Warde 1997, p. 3):
1. Novelty and tradition. Example: Chicken soup versus a wok dish.
2. Health and pleasure. Example: salad, low-fat meal versus beef, baked potatoes and red
wine sauce.
3. Care and convenience. Example: cook the meal yourself for the family, making it nicelooking and appetizing versus serving something fast and read- made.

3. Everyone eats
Everyone eats, but what do they eat? When, how, with whom and why? The answers
illustrate that food choices depend on social setting, time and place. The Danish survey by
Groth and Fagt (2003) also showed that food choices are variable and changeable.
Example: From boiled food, to fried food, from a variety to a single food item, from soup to
wok or fast food.
Other examples were food choices that could be called digital or cyclic food. Digital food
is food that is sold and eaten at all times and all places, whereas cyclic food is food related to
time of the week, the year or life. Digital food is fast, ready-made or convenient; cyclic food
is dependent on the season and, in more examples, was prepared from basic ingredients.

4. Food activities are connected to many highly meaningful aspects of life.
Food and eating it together are basically connected to the family and care for others.
Example: Make something the family will like; serve the way they prefer.

Food is also a means of experiencing practical-aesthetic possibilities.
Example: Make appetizing, nice meals.

Food activities are also a chance to understand coherences and cycles, how food is produced,
purchased, prepared and eaten, plus how to deal with leftovers.
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Example: Cooking - to be able to economise, ecologise and choose healthy ingredients.

Cooking food implies the use of artefacts that bring understanding of processes in which
hands, artefacts and foods go hand-in-hand and offer the chance to learn a craft.

5. Eating is meaningful, because it is social.

It can be seen from the answers to the questionnaire, that the group included and excluded
when it came to eating and sharing a meal, so the activity may also not be social.
Example: Some of us go to the nearest fast food shop together (at the lunchbreak).

The quotation shows that the social meal community has rules and rites (Simmel 1910).
Example: Make traditional Pakistan food, old fashioned minced beef with onions and
potatoes.
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Discussion of the Nordic survey
Part of the Danish survey has been briefly presented above. In the full Nordic survey,
there is both homogeneity and heterogeneity. The homogeneity lies in that the respondents
were all ninth graders attending public schools in a Western society. But there are also
features of heterogeneity, with regard to gender differences, socio-cultural differences and
geographical differences.
Understanding the questions was highly dependent on the students’ comprehension of the
words and concepts, e.g. foods, meals, health, ecology, among other things. To go further into
this comprehension requires in-depth interviews. The Nordic questionnaire, however,
contributes to understanding how ninth graders see food, meals and health in contemporary
society. Further research can enlighten us on adolescents’ thinking about food and, their
experiences with food.
The education of children as citizens and consumers begins early in late modern societies.
The education about food, both formal and informal, takes place through surroundings and the
media. Formal consumer education about food takes place in school in different subjects. The
aim of formal consumer education has mainly been to teach and educate students to behave as
informed, rational consumers. This understanding of consumption as reasoned behaviour or
action is inadequate in late modern society, in which consumerism is first and foremost
characterised by globalisation, cultural change and liberation of the individual. Aspects such
as desire, hedonism, sensory satisfaction and pleasure are not taken into account in schooling;
the same goes for children’s own concepts and reflections.
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Health and food in the school environment
Päivi Palojoki
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science
University of Helsinki

Introduction
For youngsters home, school and peer-groups are primary worlds for learning (Phelan,
Locke Davidson & Cao Yu 1993; Contento et al. 2006; Bassett, Chapman & Beagan 2008).
These worlds are characterised by different traditions in use of tools and in social interactions.
Institutionalisation of school learning must be taken into consideration when discussing the
learning of food-related issues. We have carried out several interesting studies that raise
critical questions about the quality of school-related learning (Ahava & Palojoki, 2004; Benn,
2004). If learning in a school context is too distanced from learning in the world outside
schools, how can one expect good learning outcomes? Calculating nutrients at school may not
necessarily provide tools for everyday competence.
Based on my own experiences in the school context, the traditional method of teaching
nutrition-related facts begins with knowledge about nutrients and their roles in the human
body. Food preparation skills are learned in order to prepare meals, but, in the worst case,
food-based knowledge remains detached from nutrient-based knowledge, which may be
fragmented. Nutrient-based facts are taught, but are they learned? This gap between people’s
knowledge and the willingness to change the practices has also been reported among health
care professionals in primary care (Lyon, Colquhoun, Hillman & Alho 2006).
Teaching and learning about food-related facts is one aspect of food. But how well does
the modern school-system support the analysis of the social and cultural aspects of food and
eating? Food does have implications beyond merely providing the nutrients and energy
needed to sustain life. Food plays a role in identity expression, communication, social
interactions, and also in delineating status and gender roles. Modern food technology
produces new functional foods, which are claimed to have better and better effects on one’s
health. Many people have health worries: are ordinary food and ordinary eating habits enough,
or should one start tuning-up one’s diet? (Devcich, Pedersen & Petrie 2007). In the following
pages, I briefly summarise some aspects of learning and being socialized into one’s own food
culture. Then I present some results of the study done among Nordic ninth graders; finally I
draw conclusions about food-related learning in schools.

Being socialised into a food culture
Youngsters learn about food and eating in many different contexts. For many, school can
be a rather minor influence on changing food habits. As previous studies have shown, food
choices and the process of developing food habits are very complex (Pliner & Stallberg-White
2000; Dovey et al. 2007). In the field of anthropology, studies of food and eating have a long
history (Mintz & Du Bois 2002). In addition, the contemporary Western world has taken up
food as discussion topic number one. Considering the space given to food in the media, the
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number of cookbooks published annually and the quantity of TV-programmes entertaining
people with food, many people live a kind of double life. On the one hand, food is a serious
topic (one has to eat every day); on the other hand, it means entertainment and a way of
spending time. From a gender perspective, food excites both men and women (Brown &
Miller 2002; Vartanian, Herman & Polivy 2007). In everyday discussions young men talk
about their espresso machines in the same tone as they speak about their cars. Women may
talk about their experiences in a fine restaurant as if they had just seen a great movie. And
nowadays these discussions have a novel platform in the numerous online discussion forums,
found on the Internet (Sneijder & Molder 2006).
In sum, food has become an even more important topic to ordinary people, not only to
food enthusiasts. In our times, multiple food options are available each day. These options can
also disrupt the traditional norms for eating, since individuals can more easily construct their
own habits (Bisogni et al. 2002; Bisogni et al. 2007). A good example is how eating has
moved from the dinner table to the TV sofa, where both adults and youngsters are more
exposed to food advertisements (Buijzen, M., Schuurman, J & Bomhof, E. 2008). If, at the
same time, there is absence of parental control over youngsters’ TV viewing time, then the
food selection may consist chiefly of higher intakes of energy, fat, sweet and salty snacks and
carbonated beverages (Brown et al. 2008; Fiates, Amboni & Teixeira 2008).
Another example of disrupting norms is the use of comfort foods and so called junk food,
which can also be consumed any time of day. Comfort foods are those whose consumption
evokes a psychologically comfortable and pleasurable state (Wansink & Cheney 2003). As
known from many studies, childhood experiences are critical in forming life-long food
consumption and food preferences. Food and eating serve many purposes, and the
nourishment of the body may often be embedded in the other social-affective needs.
Interestingly, Wansink and Cheney (2003) found that males prefer warm, hearty, meat-related
comfort foods (such as steaks, casseroles, and soup), while females prefer comfort foods that
are more snack-related (such as chocolate and ice cream). In the same study, younger people
also preferred snack-related foods. It has also been shown that there are emotional eaters who
overeat in response to stress (Wallis & Hethrington 2004). Enhanced intake of energy and
nutrients is thought to relate to escape from self-awareness. However, there are contradictory
results too. Van Kooten et al. (2007) have demonstrated that emotional distress may not be a
significant predictor of an unhealthy diet.
These contradictory results only show that we are dealing with a complex research object,
and the cultural context and the data collection methods of the research may have a great
influence on the results observed. In the following table I summarise some culturallytransferred beliefs on food.
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Table 1. Examples of some culturally-transferred beliefs and conceptions related to food
choice.
___________________________________________________________________________
Psychology:
- Food as a tool to punish or praise oneself: Comfort foods for celebrating successes.
- Food as symbols: visible or hidden: Meat symbolises strength.
- Food and psychological security: Mama’s great meatballs.
- An example, chocolate: as a present and a gift, as a reward, as comfort and consolation, as a
taboo, etc.
Religion:
- Food as God’s gift: Do not waste leftovers. Even slightly moulded bread cannot be thrown
away.
- Rituals and sacrifices: The role of bread and wine in Holy Communion.
- Myths, taboos and superstitions: Forbidden food items of various religions.
Food and gender:
- Division of labour: who prepares the food Sisyphus and exhibitionist (see Marianne Pipping
Ekström).
- Female/male food items: Vegetables and bad conscience. Good steaks for strong boys.
Smaller portions for ladies, bigger for gentlemen.
Food and social relationships
- Prestige and status: Tell me what you eat and I will tell you who you are.
- Friendship, communication and sharing: It is a pleasure to cook for him (Ann Murcott).
- Celebrations and feasts: Food as a gift and a sign of friendship.
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The study
One aim of our Nordic research project, Children and Youngsters as Food Consumers:
Conceptions of Healthy Food Habits Among Teenagers in North Europe, was to understand
better how youngsters become socialised into these cultural codes and to explore how they
behaviour show up in a school environment. The data-collection instrument was jointly
designed by us i.e. researchers from Uppsala University (Christina Fjellström), Danish
Pedagogical University (Jette Benn), University of Helsinki (Päivi Palojoki) and Akershus
College (Annbjorg Linbaek) (Table 2).

Table 2. Designing the questionnaire.
___________________________________________________________________________
- Designed 2005, ready for testing in January 2006.
- Designed first in Swedish, then translated into Norwegian, Danish and Finnish.
- Questions: the same basic core for all, possible national adaptations.
- Both open and structured questions.
- Pilot studies: Danish pilot study N=28 (Benn, 2005); Swedish pilot study with both
QuestBack N=67 and a questionnaire N=54 distributed by hand (Fjellström 2005)
We chose to study ninth graders because we anticipated that their experiences in
compulsory school would provide interesting insight into the learning outputs of the school.
By ninth grade students have had the chance to study home economics in school.
Our preliminary plan was to obtain approximately 250 answers in each country, totalling
approximately 1000 responses altogether. Due to the Internet-based questionnaire, the
anonymity of the respondents was 100%. The ethical guidelines of the participating
universities were strictly followed.
The procedure of data collection was as follows:
- Each responsible researcher contacted her own network of home economics teachers, and
through these school contacts, gained access to ninth graders.
- The home economics teacher was first contacted, and then he/she contacted the headmaster
for permission to proceed with data collection.
- In Finland, there was a bonus for the teacher: a study activities package to be used during the
lessons, which contributed to the themes on the questionnaire (to increase teachers' motivation
to help in data collection).
- Data collection lasted from February to early April 2006 (in order not to burden schools too
late in the spring term).
-

An

Internet-based

data

collection

platform

www.questback.com
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called

QuestBack

was

used:

- The ninth graders answered on a specified homepage (a Finnish homepage), with a keyword
given by the teacher. Answers could be given during home economics lessons or at home.
The final questionnaire was comprised of 18 either open or structured sets of questions. These
are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Variables in the questionnaire.
Background variables:
- Gender
- Age
- Type of family
Eating patterns and habits:
- Eating at school
- Food habits and food preparation
- Evaluating food habits: home, school, society
- Eating and having meals at home
- Food choice
Understandings and learning:
- Conceptions on food
- Learning food-related issues
Feedback:
- Feedback on the questionnaire
___________________________________________________________________________
The data collection started on April 2006 and was concluded on December 2007. It
yielded 1555 answers altogether which were then analysed with statistical methods using the
SPSS programme. Open-ended answers were analysed with qualitative content analysis
(Silverman, 2001). The data also made methodological triangulation possible, as we could
compare the qualitative and quantitative data (Bryman 1998). The summary of the distribution
of responses from different countries is summarised in Table 5. In each country some answers
were eliminated from the final data, because the answers had nothing to do with the questions.

Table 5. Distribution of respondents by participating country.
Country
Total answers
Usable answers
___________________________________________________________________________
Finland: 2.4.06- 25.1.2007
N=586
N=582
Denmark: 2.4.06-18.12.2007
N=296
N= x
Norway: 2.4.06-18.12.2007
N=246
N= x
Sweden: 2.4.06-1.1.2008
N=427
N= x
______
N= 1555
___________________________________________________________________________
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Some preliminary results
In this paper, I describe some results related to Finnish youngsters’ food choices and their
conceptions about food. The data from which I draw these conclusions are the Finnish quota
of the Nordic survey, unless otherwise indicated. Part of the results presented here are
analysed by MEd Heidi Niemi as part of her Master’s thesis finalised under my supervision.
First, I focus here on how the youngsters see the role of those who live near them. They
answered on a scale of one to six, to show how different actors may influence their food
choices (Table 6).
Table 6. Influences on Finnish respondents’ food choices (scale from 1: very small
influence to 6: very great influence). Means and standard deviations.
The actor
mean
standard deviation
___________________________________________________________________________
The respondent him/herself
4,6
1,5
The family
4,1
1,4
Mother
4,2
1,5
Father
3,5
1,6
School
3,4
1,4
Friends
3,1
1,4
Teacher
2,1
1,4
Boy/girlfriend
3,2
1,6
Healthworker at school
3,1
1,5
State authorities
2,3
1,4
Food industry
3,1
1,5
Advertisements
2,9
1,5
___________________________________________________________________________
In this data the youngsters understood their own role as the main determinant of their food
choices. As also shown by the other studies in the Nordic project, the family had the second
highest influence. The mother’s influence was bigger than the father’s. According to the
model proposed by Phelan et al. (2003), school and peers came next. Teachers seem to have
had rather little influence as did health workers. Interestingly, the youngsters evaluated the
role of advertisements as the least significant in this set of questions.
I wanted to examine more thoroughly the role of the school and the teacher. Using the
gender as background variable, I studied the item ‘School is important’. I grouped those who
had answered that school is important (answers 5 or 6 on the 1-6 scale) as an entity in which
we then looked at gender. We did the same with the group having opposite opinion (Table 6).
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Table 7. The role of the school and the teacher. An unpaired T-test was used to evaluate the
significance of the differences in the means.
___________________________________________________________________________
- School is important (scale 1-6, 5+6)
Girls: 27%
Boys: 16% (p=.001, t-test)
- School is NOT important (scale 1-6, 1+2)
Girls: 18%
Boys: 30% (p=.001, t-test)
___________________________________________________________________________
In both tests the differences between the means of the boys and the girls were statistically
significant. The girls answered that school is an important influence on their food habits,
while the boys responded that school was not so important.
In order to understand better the youngsters’ thinking, we formulated a set of items related
to different beliefs and conceptions about food and eating. Some of these conceptions are
accurate, if assessed in comparison to the Nordic Nutrition Recommendations, but some of
them are not. This kind of thinking is a mixture of misinformation, common beliefs about
household work and superstition all of which are typically mixed in daily life.
Table 8. Different conceptions about foods (on a scale from 1: not at all true to 6: very true).
Means and standard deviations.
___________________________________________________________________________
Conception
Mean
Standard deviation
___________________________________________________________________________
It is healthy to eat regularly.
5,0
1,4
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day.
4,4
1,6
Warm meals are healthier than cold ones.
4,1
1,6
Ecological food is good for your health.
4,1
1,5
To be able to eat in a healthy way, one has to know
how to prepare food.
3,1
1,5
To prepare healthy food takes a lot of time.
3,0
1,4
Industrial food is as healthy as home-made food. 2,4
1,3

The results show that the message of the importance of healthy and regular eating has
gotten through to these respondents. In the context of Finnish food culture, where breakfast at
home in the morning is quite a common occurrence, the respondents also viewed breakfast as
important. However, without knowing what the youngsters themselves actually eat in the
morning, we cannot say whether this conception is based on real, everyday experience or
whether it is only a slogan they have heard repeatedly and learned already from their day-care
centre times. The widespread belief that warm meals are healthier than cold ones implies that
the youngsters may have difficulties in understanding the nutrient content of foods.
Temperature does not make the difference, and warm meals can be as healthy as cold ones,
depending on their composition.
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The item To be able to eat in a healthy way, one has to know how to prepare food is
interestingly placed in the middle of opposing scales. There are obviously those who want to
have hands-on control of their diets and eating habits, and then those who rely more on readymade foods. It will be interesting to explore all the data and to make comparisons among the
Nordic countries on this theme.

Conclusions
Food is also business, which is reflected in the media today. In addition, the connection
between food and health is an even more profitable business. The main question is how well
ordinary people and youngsters are equipped to read and interpret the available information.
There is a great deal to learn, but also a great deal to be ignored.
I argue that there are qualitative differences in patterns of learning between the school and
the home contexts. It is a great responsibility for parents and teachers to understand these
processes. Continuous learning is needed in order to cope with changing societal and cultural
contexts and to empower people to create their own means of coping. Therefore, co-operation
between schools and homes is important in achieving the educational goals of both and
promoting changes in food habits. The networks of families, relatives and friends are essential
in this, because they help members to cope with sudden problems both in food-related
activities and other, daily practical activities.
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Exploring cooking in the classroom: what needs to be considered?
Karin Höijer
Department of Food, Nutrition and Dietetics
University of Uppsala

Introduction
Not too many years ago I had the opportunity to accompany a group of pupil’s as they
went to have an Home and consumer studies (HCS) class in a school in Uppsala. By then, I
had not set foot in such a classroom since the mid 1980’s and now I had just embarked on the
journey to become an HCS-teacher and was looking forward to this class. When I left the
classroom a few hours later I was amused, confused and a little bit worried. Amused because
the pupil’s seemed to enjoy those minutes so thoroughly, confused because the scones they
had made were exactly the same I made when I was their age twenty-five years earlier, and
worried because from what I had seen I wasn’t sure that what the pupil’s were taught was
something that they could relate to. The pupil’s I had accompanied mainly had another
ethnical background than Swedish (or British either, for that matter) and I remember several
of them commenting while baking saying things like “this is not the kind of bread we make at
home” or “what is a scone, anyway?”.
Now I have been given the chance to explore this area in depth. I want to find out what
food becomes in the classroom, what cooking in HCS is all about, and look at food and
cooking from a meaning, sense-making, point-of-view, trying to understand and unveil the
symbols and values hidden in everyday practice. I have been to two different schools where I
have made observations. My aim has been to participate in all HCS-classes the teachers has
held at those two schools, and during class I have made extensive notes in a writing pad. I
have concentrated on everything related to food and cooking and used all my senses to guide
me to the places in the classroom where interesting things were happening. The teachers and
pupil’s have all been welcoming and invited me to participate and ask questions in a very
generous way.
As a side note I can tell you that I wrote so much and so intensely that I used up several
writing pads and pens, got a severe ache in my wrist and received several comments from the
pupil’s as to “what is she writing”. One of the teachers’s also told me that she found it so
amusing to watch me being so concentrated and then suddenly up and leave my chair to zoom
in on something that had caught my attention at the other side of the room. For this paper I am
going to use an example from my fieldwork, where three pupils in grade 5 (11 years old) are
working side by side:
Markus calls out to the teacher, “is it just to add the banana?” He stands in his kitchen,
making a milkshake. The teacher answers from another kitchen “No, you’re supposed to
slice it first, remember?” Markus takes a knife from a drawer and cuts the banana directly
on the kitchen sink. Hedvig, standing in a kitchen close to Markus, has already put her
banana, whole, into her bowl. Now, she picks it up with her fingers and cuts it on a cutting
board, with a knife. The girls next to her, Therese, looks in the direction of the teacher,
then at Hedvig and finally makes up her mind and turns on the electric mixer. Milk
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splatters up on her apron and sweater, she takes a piece of kitchen paper and cleans up the
mess. Then, she takes out a knife and starts to divide the banana while it is still in the bowl.

Considering the complexities of cooking skills
There is a common concern that the acquisition of cooking skills has failed as compared
with times past (Lyon, Colquhoun & Alexander, 2003, Stitt, 1996). There has been a change
in skill acquisition and application in the past decade, as reduced consumer time for
preparation has paved way for new products demanding less (Lyon, Colquhoun & Alexander,
2003). The use and acceptance of shortcuts, such as ready made sauces, is growing (Lyon,
Colquhoun & Alexander, 2003, Bahr Bugge & Almås, 2006), although it might not always be
a source of pride or something that you wish to tell others about. The reason for this perceived
decline is unclear, one suggestion is that the lacking interest from the side of the government
in teaching cooking skills in school has to do with the “economic interests of food
manufacturers and processors who market products which require fewer and fewer cooking
skills, education in schools is now dictated by industrial pedagogy” (Stitt, 1996, p. 28).
‘Industrial pedagogy’ being the ability to heat up ready made dishes and open up ready made
sauces, indicating cooking from scratch as the norm that used to be everyone’s ability.
At this point it’s reasonable to ask the question: what is cooking skills? If we want to
teach cooking skills in school, to the banana-cutting pupils in the example, we need to know
what it is we’re striving for. The definition is a problematic one, and not as simple as it might
seem at first glance (Lyon, Colquhoun & Alexander, 2003, Short, 2003). Short (2003) wants
to provide a systematic framework for thinking about contemporary cooking skills and to
establish an empirically grounded and informative understanding of “cooking skills”. The
background to her study is the already mentioned growing concern in British media that
people do not know how to cook anymore and a view of cooking skills as something to do
with practical techniques and practical tasks. The understanding of domestic cooking skills
that Short proposes is a far more complex one, and indeed, she wants to define it as complex.
Aside from mechanical and technical skills, Short defines perceptual abilities such as taste,
color and texture, conceptual abilities, creative and organizational skills and academic
knowledge. The domestic cook also needs to be able to cook whilst simultaneously looking
after children and to prepare food that suits the requirements and tastes of others. The skills
used at home are to some extent similar or the same as those used by a professional cook but
both are of a contextual nature and has many differences, Short concludes. The three pupils in
the banana example do not merely use different utensils to prepare their own milkshake; they
also strive at finding solutions to how to deal with the banana and the problem with milk
splatter. One cuts the banana on the sink, one on a cutting board and one directly in the
mixing bowl. Though standing next to each other, they still find their own way to deal with
the slippery, yellow fruit, all leading to an acceptable result. With more training in the skills
suggested by Short, the same pupils might solve the same assignment in a different way,
applying more of their creative and organizational skills.
Non English-speaking immigrant students in Australia are being taught cooking in Home
Economics (Mickan, 2007). During the beginning of a lesson, the teacher makes an
introduction followed by a pair of pupils demonstrating the food preparation process based on
the recipe introduced by the teacher, while other class members instruct them by reading the
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recipe out loud. During these classes, the pupil’s learnt more than just cooking skills, they
were also being apprenticed into particular social practices. HCS is a subject aimed at
preparing pupil’s for domestic life and the food and cooking happening here should reflect
and highlight different every-day problems and practices, honing a variety of skills that are
needed within the household. As Mickan (2007) points out and Short (2003) suggests, the cooperation with others is also a source for learning, and our banana pupils also turn to watch
each other while deciding what to do and how to do it, not only do they learn how to make a
milkshake, but are also introduced into the complexity of cooking.

Considering childhood and education
In my study I focus on children, school and food and as in any scientific study, I think it is
important to define what is meant by different perspectives. I want to study children’s
meaning-making processes as they cook together in the classroom, but is it meaning-making
from their own point of view, or from mine, is it a pupil-perspective or a pupil’s perspective.
Children’s perspectives are clearly highlighted in studies of children’s culture in order to
capture what children express and create (Halldén 2003). In a sense I have a pupil-perspective,
since I am in the classroom, studying the children and not the adults and the interpretation of
what is happening is inevitably mine. At the same time I am aiming at understanding food and
cooking from their view, from the pupil’s perspective, seeing the pupils in the banana episode
as agents in their own right, participating in the sense-making around a banana milkshake.
To be able to understand the pupils I study I need to understand what it means to be a
child and to be a pupil today. Childhood as such is a social construction, and what is meant by
it depends on different specific historical circumstances (Lavalette, 2005) and the division
between adult and child seems to have become more and more blurred since the 1990’s (Prout,
2005), this means that children are constructed as more active and socially participating today
compared to earlier, and as this ‘freedom’ grows, so does the perception of the unruly,
troubling and less biddable child. Looking at children historically it is possible to trace how
they lost their position as “useful” people as society passed from being pre-industrial to
industrial and activities transferred from manual activities to mental. During this process
children gained a new position as pupils whose usefulness could only be exploited with many
years delay, meaning that the appreciation of schooling was connected with the pupils’ future
as labor force (Qvortrup 2005).
The educational system can be described as one of the strongest pillars of the welfare state
(Drotner, 2005) and a common concern and public project (Aldenmyr, 2007), although the
most common view of children is that they belong in the private space, to the family
(Qvortrup, 2005). To be able to function in today’s society, a long education is needed, a thus,
childhood is prolonged too (Ennew, 2005). Prout (2005) claims, that today’s global networks
undermines the state’s possibilities to control it’s economic activities, which leads to a
situation where it is extra important to shape children into a desired future labor force, which
for children means more regulations and standards as to what and how they need to learn.
Curriculum and syllabus is what gives meaning to the activities in school, not the buildings as
such or the school as an institution (James, Jenks & Prout, 1998). The curriculum is strategic
and describes what children should experience in school, not simply in terms of content, but
also socially and politically, saying how you should be. Time is also of importance, looking at
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a schedule a child is taught how to value different subjects. There is a collision between the
more traditional print culture on which the modern school system rests and the need for
modern semiotic competences that children need in today’s complex society (Drotner, 2005).
In my studies of pupil’s cooking together this would mean that I need to position the
pupils in a context that is very much an expression of the common view of what we as a
society think tomorrow’s citizens need to know, since school can be seen as the arena where
the intentions of the state and the home meet and collaborate. I want to balance those two a
little bit against each other by illustrating with some numbers: The average amount of money
spent in a year on groceries by a household in Sweden in 2007 was 30740 SEK (SCB, 2008b).
In 2001, the largest part of household work was invested in cooking, 46 minutes per day for
women and 25 minutes per day for men (SCB, 2003), and that’s just cooking. Why do I bring
up these numbers?
Well, considering that we spend an average of 35 minutes per day cooking groceries for
just above 80 SEK, it’s amazing how little time is actually dedicated to learning about
cooking and food in school. Out of the 6665 hours of education (spread out over nine years)
every pupil is guaranteed in the Swedish school-system (Skolverket, 2008), only 118 is
dedicated to Home and consumer science, and this subject covers a much broader spectrum
than just cooking food. A quick search on Google also reveals that food and cooking is a
major interest for today’s Swede, with a myriad of blogs and other web sites to discover. The
point that I want to make is that although there might be a lack of interest from the side of the
government, as Stitt (1996) claims, resulting in little time assigned to HCS, we still need food
to survive, we still need to go grocery shopping and cook to put food on the table, and with so
little time to learn about this in school, much of the education will take place in the home,
through family or media.

Considering children as consumers
Both children and adults are consumers, the major difference between them being that the
adult has responsibility, while the child strives for autonomy (Hengst, 2005). In the consumer
society, there is a growing number of elderly consumers, which can be seen as a
counterweight to the large group of children, with the biggest difference being, that the old ha
has a right to vote (Ennew, 2005).
Consumption is almost like a second nature to today’s children and there is today a special
market for children, with products specially developed to appeal to younger people (Hengst,
2005). My reflection is that in addition to special products for children, a special menu for
children has also been set. In Swedish restaurants the common meals offered to children are
sausages with mashed potatoes, spaghetti Bolognese, pancakes, meatballs or hamburger and
fries, and they are also commonly served at kid’s parties. Children are perceived in the public
eye to have a certain taste.
As a refreshing contrast to this, Hengst (2005) describes Mangiare con calma (eating in
peace, p.33); how children in Italy from an early age are encouraged to participate in the
discourse over food, and also to have their own, individual taste not having to eat what is put
on the table, but are rather expected to demand something according to their own taste.
(Corsaro (2005) also describes Italian children being trained from a very early age to discuss
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and participate in debates). There is more opportunity and diversity in children’s media use at
home than in school (Drotner, 2005) and in the home learning takes on a more informal shape
as they learn something when they least expect it, this informal learning does not equal
competence in a more formal sense. Today’s child might be very familiar with the everyday
problems of the family in the world’s most popular computer game, The Sims 2, knowing
how to handle their need for food, hygiene, money and social time, but less so with the real
family’s problem and everyday challenges. Is that a way forward, to include The Sims 2 in
education, letting pupils deal with their simulated household and raising questions from the
digital world to the real world?
This might turn into a very amusing task, since a person in the computer game can learn
how to cook through watching TV or reading a cook book and most certainly will turn the
stove on fire if s/he tries to cook something too advanced. The social and economical
conditions children live under are dependant on global economical, social, cultural and
technological processes (Prout, 2005), and making a banana milkshake in the HCS classroom
might need to be balanced against a backdrop of a consumer culture, with computer literate
children and informal learning in the home, of a financial reality where the cost for
compulsory schools in Sweden in 2006 was roughly 2,5 % of our gross domestic product
(GDP) (74,1 billion SEK) (SCB, 2008a), and a concern that people cannot cook anymore
without a clear grasp of what cooking skills actually are.

Concluding remarks
My research concerns meaning-making in the HCS classroom when pupils cook and eat
together. Reaching out into the realities of gross domestic products and consuming children
might seem as a far reach, but to me it forms a starting point as to what I need to consider
when doing my study. I cannot see the pupils standing by the sink, making banana milkshakes,
as isolated from the world around them, be it the classroom, the school, the educational
system and the consumer society. I will study them in the narrow sense, meaning that it is the
glimpses of meaning-making that I have been able to observe that will be at the core of my
study, but to understand the children I am studying I need to also understand the reality they
live in, both in the classroom and outside of it. In this short article I have tried to paint the
picture I have to study, with all its complexities and implications. How I will focus this comes
further down the line, suffice it to say that exploring pupils meaning-making in a HCS
classroom is not as simple as it might seem at first glance.
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Leaving home: young people and food
Ann Parinder
Department of Food, Health and Environment
University of Gothenburg

Introduction
The following text forms part of my thesis in the area of Food and Mobility. It should by
no means be seen as final, however, as the analysis is still in its early phase. The text
originated in a presentation given at Nordplus in Uppsala during the spring of 2008. During
the meeting the objective was to discuss my project with senior researchers and critical young
people.

Description of the project
The project focuses on how young people see their choice of food at the stage in life when
they have left home and thus have control over the contents of their refrigerators. My
intention is to try and understand how, based on thoughts and actions, young people choose
foods in their own households and in public places. I want to discover how they navigate
between actual limits, knowledge and their own desires when they make their decisions about
food. The forthcoming thesis will also discuss more specific questions such as:
x

How do young people see upon their choice of food from an environmental
perspective?

x

To what extent do previous experiences guide their choices?

x

What factors influence their current choices and how do they see their future
choices?

Accomplishment
The starting point for this study is that it has a qualitative component. To begin with, a
pilot study including a focus interview was conducted. The interview included six individuals
in their last year in a college at which the curriculum includes several months of sailing
annually. Six individuals also responded to a questionnaire on which they commented. The
purpose of these steps was to gain insight into their situation during the first years on their
own.
I have followed young people at two different schools and for a period of two years after
they had left home. In one school the curriculum includes a period of approximately three
months every year on a ship sailing around the world. The second school is specifically
oriented towards the environment. The first contact with the young people was taken on the
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first day of the autumn semester. This meant that it was possible to meet not only with the
young people, but also with their parents and to inform them about the study. Those who
expressed interest in participating were later contacted for further information and final
agreement.
The young people who are sailing part of the year constitute the main group in the study,
because they are more numerous and because they are the ones with whom I have been in
closest contact during the two years. In order to get to know the informants, I participated in
their first sailing tour. The number of young people participating in the study has varied
between 17 and 22, with at least 17 continuously involved. Initially 12 young people from the
other school participated, but only three remained at the end. To complement the two study
groups, four young people studying at the university level have been included. They have
been involved on two occasions for a period of two weeks. To a certain extent the selection
of young people can be considered a convenience sample and partly a snowball sampling
(Bryman, 2004). The majority (approximately two-thirds) of the participants were young
women.
A few weeks after the initial meeting, those who had expressed interest in participating in
the study were asked to answer a number of open and closed questions. The main reason was
for the young people to get a sense of the questions the main study would address and also for
me to get a feeling of their initial experiences. Furthermore, the answers provided me with
some background to these young people. These questions were later followed up with
conversations and written reflections by the young people at the sailing college and by
focussed group discussions with the others. Finally, during one week 21 young people,
including four university students, documented their food choices with photographs (a type of
food diary). Subsequently, we met face-to-face to discuss these photographs.
Irrespective of whether the discussions were face-to-face or in focus groups, they lasted
for approximately one hour. The objective was not to exceed that period of time, yet
occasionally the discussions went on longer, although they were seldom shorter. The
interactions most often took place in the young people’s home and most frequently in the
kitchen. Sometimes we met in facilities provided by the school, at the local library or in the
stern of a ship in the Caribbean.
Following informed consent, all discussions were taped and will be transcribed (a task that
is ongoing). During the course of transcription, analysis of the material already begins.
Certain phenomena have started to crystallise and are supported by previous research. Other
parts are interesting as they can be viewed in the light of other research on young people even
if the research does not necessarily focus on food.

Reflections on the preliminary results
Because the analysis is ongoing, my purpose here is to identify features of the emerging
results. The preliminary results indicate that the majority of young people have developed a
mature view of food and how to choose their food. The reason for this development is the
consequence of having the responsibility for their own households during the last few years.
This responsibility includes planning as well as production (i.e., cooking). That the young
people themselves are aware that they have developed such skills is also shown in the work
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by Sören Janssons (1990). The skills are developed progressively over time. In other words,
through practice, skills are developed. In contrast to Jansson, who concluded that the young
people in his study had only vague ideas about cooking, in for example, the present study
does not support such lack of knowledge or awareness. However, the young people were sure
that knowledge can develop, although this development does not come on its own, but is
something that the young people actively strive for and work at. The young people have a
basic repertoire of foods that they cook; others find ideas in cookbooks or on the Internet.
Then it is up to them to test, fail and repeat to make progress. In the study the young people
repeatedly expressed their desire to have a cookbook in their heads, possibly immediately, but
otherwise in the near future. Asking others for recipes or know-how is also considered a
possibility, but as expressed by one young woman: ”I would rather not ask my mother; I
would like to show that I can manage by myself”.

Real food
There is a current view on how the young people would like to see food presented on their
plates, something referred to as “real food, not real food and food”. Real food is a term that
repeatedly comes back in different connections as something to strive for when ever young
people discuss their choices. Every single individual has his own picture of what that means.
It is an individual interpretation and may include hot food, home-cooked food, food that is not
frozen, but not food prepared in the microwave oven. Fast food is a typical example of food
that is considered “not real food”. However, if you share fast food or such meals with friends
“not real food” becomes “real food”. “Food”, on the other hand, is often food that is not
prepared, e.g., breakfast. Generally speaking, this definition of real food partly differs from
what has been seen in previous investigations (see Björk, 1997; Holm, 2003; Murcott, 1983).
For the majority of those participating in the study, many different factors seem to dictate
their daily choices. Factors seen as important include taste, health, economy, ethics and
knowledge. Overall, food should be tasty, but there are also circumstances such as health
reasons and ethical considerations in which this objective becomes secondary. Health is seen
as important, but not so important that it is always worth making an additional “project”, such
as preparing an extra salad.

Purchase
According to previous research food choice has been demonstrated to be influenced by
factors such taste, economy, health, ethics and familiarity (Magnusson & Biel, 2005).
Purchase strategies mean buying items that are tasteful, are seen as healthy, have been
recommended by a trustworthy friend, are satisfying and worthwhile, and that are not wasted
before being eaten. Taste is at the top of the list of different criteria, but thereafter different
people have different preferences. In the early studies by Solérs (1997), the price of
merchandise was a recurrent argument for not selecting food that saves the environment, an
argument that is also evident in the present study. Others too express the opinion that a penny
more or less does not matter. For some, this extra cost is acceptable as long as it is within
reasonable limits. Many participants reflected extensively upon the pros and cons when it
came to their choices of food and what impact these choices may have on the environment.
They ask themselves whether you can trust society’s actors, what difference do choices make,
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and they reflect upon the choices others make, thoughts in accordance with what Magnusson
& Biel have also noted (2005). The consumer’s available tools (such as various information
channels) were also frequently used by the young people in this study. Such tools may include
comparative prices and environmental labelling with or without declarations of content. Some
ask for transparency, for example, “Where is this food produced and how long has it been
travelling?” The young people seldom express a feeling of not being consistent in making
choices. Previous studies have also demonstrated that young people behave differentially
towards the environment and consumption despite having similar interests (Klöfver, 1990).

Food as a social event
What seems to be important when stretching one’s limits is social interaction? Friends are
very influential as active or passive agents. They act as trustworthy references when it comes
to new food choices, regardless of whether it means that one is forced to appreciate tastes
previously put aside or test completely new products. There is also an obvious wish to
develop new dimensions in their own food repertoire.
Food choices are also firmly connected to social relationships in which food acts as a
catalyst or functions as a means to legitimise connections with friends. Such occasions can be
during the week or at more festive occasions. The latter choices seldom influence the normal
daily routines when other economic decisions prevail. Choices that include social
involvement are allowed to cost, both when it comes to money and time, since they are
considered important (see Jansson, 1990). Sometimes the investment is thought to be too high,
which implies that the socialisation will suffer. One consequence can be that cooking is given
up in order to control your and spend time as one likes. Other arguments may be that cooking
is not fun or exciting; taste preferences will then dictate. Food can thus be seen as an arena of
socialisation that includes and excludes. For many the relationship with the family, other
relatives and friends is considered key, but then other presumptions rule. Economic positions
are then not needed to the same extent.

Expressions through food
The young people expressed curiosity about the question of food choices, but it is obvious
that this was not synonymous with a generalisation based on how others make their choices.
To a certain extent the young people generalised but they avoided this when it comes to the
individual. However, their choice can be interpreted as part of the bricolage (a term coined by
Levi-Strauss) that may constitute an opportunity to express characteristics about themselves.
Not infrequently, young people have interests or express ideologies that imply ways of
expressing views of how they would like to be seen. For many of them music is central; for
others it can be clothes, ethical or political positions. Research involving young people has
shown how they express themselves through this and that (Sernhede, 2006; Bossius, 2006;
Lalander & Johansson, 2007; Micheletti, 2004). Likewise, Gianneschi (2007) has
demonstrated how clothing labels are important in showing how a person would like to
describe him(her)self. In the present context labels may be considered a question in itself as it
may be seen as a part of the consumer sphere to which young people belong.
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Hence, it is possible to conclude that through the choices the young people express how
they would like to be seen. This may be a situation connected to a specific context or to
certain persons (see Holm, 1991). For example, it can be a choice to eat certain types of food,
which are seen by most people as being connected to good health. But it can also be the
opposite, to select something that is appreciated as healthy for the individual, despite the way
friends choose and argue.
There are many ideals in the discourse about food that young people share. On closer
inspection one can see more and more gradations in what is taken for granted. It can
repeatedly be seen that young people have several personalities that they choose to express,
depending on the situation. Jansson (1990) observed one personality during weekdays and
another on Sundays, the former representing simple routines and the latter a more advanced,
complicated way of preparing food, using cookbooks. The situation can be compared with
Sernhedes’ (2006) reflection on how Redhead describes the double identities of young people
of today. The identity depends on which particular one the young people engage in or what
they are doing. In addition, geographical location is of importance (Fiske, 1989).
Another aspect of importance observed in the present study is how the young people make
their choices when they are on their own. Then they choose based on preferences that they
have established without input from other persons. A different side is seen when choices are
made in the public arena, such as the public room or during interaction with friends, yet
another side can be seen when students interact with their families. As an example, when
interacting with friends some may try eat sushi, despite the fact that sushi is not food they
would normally choose. Then there are strategies on how to eat the food even if it is not seen
as being tasteful. The willingness to eat, however, is larger than the desire just to show that “I
am a sushi-eating person” with all its connotations of being healthy and aware. When choices
are made in a family setting, they are seen by many as sure and ritualistic. Then there are
opportunities to relax and abstain from new tastes and selections. Even if the parents are said
to test new dishes and products, these are often seen as “safe” and the young people can
openly express their opinion if they like it or not. Often new experiences are brought home to
the family in order to be tested and implemented. Such tests may include ethical
considerations related to the choice of food. However, it can also be the opposite, that the
family members argue for ethical food, arguments that later become transformed into
foundations for food selection. Interchanging between the well known and exploring new
experiences can be seen as interplay between safety and autonomy, but also as an oscillation
between regression and progression (see Sernhede, 2006).
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Trans-national home and its food-related practices
Hille Janhonen-Abruquah
Department of Home Economics and Craft Sciences
University of Helsinki
Home can no longer be defined as a household where blood-related family members live
together. The contemporary home hosts a group of emotionally attached people. They want to
be in touch with each other and are prepared to use creative means of communication if they
physically live far from each other, in different countries or on different continents.
In this article I first introduce different theoretical approaches to defining and analyzing
contemporary types of home and family. I conclude this article with some ideas as to how this
affects and changes food-related practices. Throughout this article I give examples from my
research data. In the following text all citations in italics are examples from my data. My
research, that is my on-going doctorate in the field of home economics science, is about
immigrant women living in a trans-national family that acts and communicates across national
borders. It was carried out amongst immigrant women (N=19) who are currently living in
Finland. The data was obtained from photographic diaries (459 photographs) taken by the
immigrant women themselves. Stimulated recall discussions, structured questionnaires, and
participant observation notes were used to complement the photographic data.
People migrate, for various reasons, far more than ever before. Moving is easier than it
was earlier and maintaining an active relationship with faraway destinations is possible. As
migration is becoming more common people’s identities also become more complex and
multilayered. According to Vertovec et al. (1999) and Horsti et al. (2007), it is too simplistic
to describe a society as having only one majority culture and a number of different ethnic
minorities, as one could describe Finnish culture. Vertovec argues that a multicultural society
has changed into a super-diverse society. He claims that people belong to a number of crosscutting categories such as country of origin, ethnicity, legal status, migration channel,
language, religion, duration of moving, modes of trans-nationalism, gender, age, education,
employment, family ties, and abilities for moving. The various combinations of these
categories produce even more identities. At the grass root level super-diversity has interesting
consequences. A young woman in my research could introduce herself by simply saying “I’m
Tina, a Finn” but she could have added “I have an American father, a Finnish mother. My
nationality is Finnish, but I don’t speak Finnish. I have lived most of my life in the United
States, but I now live in Finland, but I am studying in English. I have no contact with my
Finnish relatives but, talk daily through the internet with my Dad and friends in the States.”
I have studied how families operate across national borders and maintain their family ties
trans-nationally. The concept trans-national refers to an active two-way movement between
two or more countries. Trans-nationalism is a concept that contradicts the conventional
integration model, which expects migrants to move from one culture to another and gradually
adapt to their new environment (Basch et al. 1994). Trans-nationalism, in contrast,
emphasizes the belief that it is possible for people to belong to several locations at the same
time, and thus have a number of identities. Beene says, “I am living here alone with my small
child, but I’m also taking care of my other daughter and my late sister’s son who both are in
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Cameroon.” Schmaltzbauer (2004) has studied the challenges of mothering from afar. She
describes this situation as being at times painful and difficult, but she says the children are left
with community other mothers, who are relatives or friends, who look after them. The mother
sends remittances and cares for her children from abroad. It does not mean that the mother has
abandoned the children. It is a way of trying to survive and to improve the children’s future.
To get some historical perspective Bryceson (2002) compares the mass settler movement
of 1840-1910 from Europe to North America with the 1970-1990 migration from Africa and
Asia to Europe. Even though there are a lot of similarities between these migration groups,
there are significant differences relating to family structure and changes in international
communication. The settlers that migrated from Europe to North America retained a strong
patriarchal tradition where divorce was almost unthinkable. However, today’s settlers to
Europe end up in situations where couples may have had to live apart for a long time before
their migration. For them divorces are painful and difficult, but still possible. Dalia came to
Finland with her Iraqi husband and one child. She had another child, divorced, and studied
as a single mother. Dalia has now moved to Sweden to remarry there an Iraqi man whom she
had met in Finland. The possibility of going back and forth to one’s home of origin provides
a significant range of spatial choices and family residential arrangements that would not have
been possible a century earlier (Bryceson, 2002). Estonian Signe describes how she, her
husband and their three sons have the opportunity to maintain close contact with her mother
in Estonia. In the summer they visit her Estonian home town, and every now and then her
mother stays longer periods with Signe’s family in Finland.
Carrington (2002) sees the contemporary family as a socio-space that is characterized by
an imaginary community, the construction and maintenance of social bonds and support
networks. In this socio-space, it is possible to operate across time-space boundaries: family
members may no longer be in the same place or time-zone, but they are able to utilize
technologies such as e-mail, the Internet, and telephone to provide instant access. Stina has
regular internet calls where her close relatives are gathered around a computer in Romania
and she is in her school computer class room in Finland. As a Finnish-American Tina wakes
up, she logs on to her computer and chats with her American friends, who are just about to go
to bed.
Easy access to information technology (e.g. mobile phones, cheap or free internet calls,
on-line discussion possibilities) has given families the opportunity to operate as a network
where their physical location loses its importance. Family networks have an important role in
mediating the effects of stress. Help and support is offered and received. As it is easy to
include family members in this kind of network, it is also easy to exclude unwanted family
members. Stina maintains close contact with some of her family members in Romania, but
says that her father lives in another part of Romania and thus it is difficult to be in touch with
him.
One way of looking at the contemporary family is from a family configurational
perspective (Widmer 2008, 6). The family is not only seen from an institutional perspective as
membership of a certain household, more important are the actual relationships. One should
not only focus on dyads (one-to-one relationships), but also see the larger network of
relationships in which dyads function. The individual and group structures are interconnected.
Individual choices and commitments are affected by the family, and vice versa. The family is
also operating in time and space. It has a history and this history has changed over time, as
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have the spaces. Dalia’s life provides an example of this configurational perspective. Dalia
came to Finland with her Iraqi husband and son. She had her second child in Finland. Later
she and her husband divorced. She completed her professional nursing studies in Finland. A
vast network of Iraqi friends and relatives for the most part in Finland but also abroad
supported her studies. After graduation she remarried and moved to Sweden.
The different approaches to the contemporary families – super-diversity, trans-national,
the socio-space, virtual networks and family configuration – all define the family as a rather
flexible unit that is able to change and alter in time and space depending on how useful it is
perceived by its members.
Living in a transnational family defines one’s life in many ways. In the following, I look
at only food-related practices such as purchasing ingredients, cooking, and dining in
transnational families. Even though I have studied immigrant women from various cultures, I
do not suggest that immigrants are one unifying group (Brenbeck et al. 2006), nor should my
examples be read in a stereotypical way. I use examples from different cultures as qualitative
examples, but I am not saying that all Kurdish, Russian, Estonian, Romanian families would
act in the same way. Just as immigrants are a diverse group in Vetovec’s super-diverse sense,
food related practices also vary tremendously.
Anna, one of the migrant women in the study, is a young Russian woman married to a
Turkish man. They have a little baby and live in a wealthy area of a Finnish city. She feels a
bit lonely. A computer is placed on the dining table. On-line discussion facilities and internet
calls are used “all the time”. Her husband cooks Turkish food, Anna cooks Russian food, and
the baby eats baby food bought from the Finnish supermarket. Their home looks quite new
and spacious. There are piles of clean laundry waiting to be folded. Some of the child’s toys
are scattered around the floor. In the pictures there are happy faces; smiling with the baby,
feeding the baby, relaxing at home.
Ingredients enter homes by various routes. They are bought from Finnish grocery shops,
but rather seldom are all the ingredients required available. Therefore other purchasing routes
are needed. Relatives and friends send special ingredients from the country of origin. Such
ingredients include, for example, some spices, tea, or dried fish. “Mother’s tea helps when
sick”. Personal deliveries are also important. Fellow countrymen or tourists arriving from an
immigrant’s country of origin bring special deliveries, food parcel that contains scents,
flavours of home, and aromas from home. Some might still have some food left over from
when they first arrived brought along. “I still have some spices I brought along even though it
probably exist here, but I have not yet found it”. Ethnic shops - which should probably be
called here as “food from country of origin -shops” - are often visited. Estonian bread is
bought from “Eesti shop”, as well as buckwheat from Russian shop.
None of the immigrant women in my study said anything about gardening. Their homes
probably do not allow the possibility for gardening. Even gardening on a small scale windowsill requires some knowledge about Finnish climate, plants etc. And perhaps there is no
economic need to produce one’s own food.
Food cultures are not only national, as in Anna’s family there are Turkish and Russian
food traditions, but interestingly, there is also a “baby food culture”. The baby does not eat
Russian or Turkish baby food but Finnish/European baby food bought from the supermarket.
Some of the women talk about learning and cooking food from new, exotic cultures. “I
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attended a Japanese cooking course organized by one women’s organization. It was very
interesting”, says Maria, a Russian woman. This type of “cross kitchen” food culture
becomes a reality when a Kurdish woman cooks Italian pizza and lasagne in Finland.
Sharing food gets a new dimension when it is shared globally and across national borders.
Food deliveries sent across countries and continents may nourish the soul more than body.
When food is packaged and mailed it is actually love, care, and belongingness that is being
sent by air mail. The trans-national families were not necessarily able to dine together, but
they were able to open the computer and chat or telephone and describe what they are cooking
and eating and how it tastes. They were able to recreate the sense of sharing food in their new
surroundings.
It seems that, due to migration, traditional gender roles related to cooking are changing. In
Anna’s family it is interesting to see how this happens. Kitchen and food-related activities are
traditionally considered to be a female sphere. This happens even in Scandinavia where the
gender roles are more flexible than elsewhere in the world. Anna with her Russian
background cooks Russian food. Her Turkish husband is nowadays also cooking; he cooks
Turkish food in Finland. In Turkey the women are still in charge of kitchen duties. But if, in
Finland, a Turkish man wants to have Turkish food, he needs to cook it for himself. It seems
that it is easier to accept men entering the kitchen than foreign women trying to prepare ethnic
food with which they are not familiar. This is noteworthy. It seems that this drive is now
stronger than any of the other earlier attempts that have tried to change the gender roles in
food preparation. Men have been lured to enter kitchen various ways. Home economics
education for boys and girls, societal regulations like parental leaves, and technical
innovations like kitchen technology have all tried to bring men into the kitchen. It seems
migration is able to change food related gender patterns: if a man wants his own food from his
country of origin he has to be without it or to cook it for himself.
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Food and food work among older consumers
Ylva Mattsson Sydner
Department of Food, Nutrition and Dietetics
University of Uppsala

Presentation at the Uppsala course
Her current research covers food habits and especially vulnerable groups like old people,
disable people and people in need of different kinds of diets. Her research on foodservice in
the public sector has especially attracted attention. As part of the Scandinavian welfare state it
is an important area that is taken for granted, but is in constant change and much associated
with norms which was shown in her dissertation on meals in the elderly care. Different kinds
of methodology have been used, but foremost qualitative methods.
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Three books on equality and the domestic division of labour
Marianne Pipping Ekström
Department of Food, Health and Environment
University of Gothenburg

Introduction
In this chapter I want to give a short summary of three new books on gender equality. The
books are Den kvinnliga klassresan (Wennerström 2003), Från folkhem till karriärhushåll.
Den nya husliga arbetsdelningen (Platzer 2007), and Jämställdhetens pris (Grönlund &
Halleröd 2008). Also a review of Jämställdhetens pris in Sociologisk forskning (Eldén 2008)
will be used. The books and the review are all written in Swedish, and all are works from
Swedish departments of sociology. Ulla-Britt Wennerström´s (2003) doctoral thesis is from
Göteborg, while Ellinor Platzer’s is a dissertation from Wäxjö. Anne Grönlund and Björn
Halleröd (2008) are sociologists from Umeå, and the co-writers in their anthology are from
the departments of economics, and of social work. Sara Eldén comes from Lund. These texts
will give something of an overview of what sociologists are saying about the domestic
division of labour in connection with gender equality in Sweden.

Den kvinnliga klassresan The female experience of class mobility
This book is a doctoral thesis about women’s experiences of upward class mobility. The
thesis is built on life-course history interviews with fourteen women, born in all genuine
Swedish working-class environments. Their class mobility is partly a result of their higher
education and professional careers, partly as function of their marriages into a higher social
class.
The results of the interviews are arranged in three categories.
1. The women’s professional careers
2. Marriage and class mobility
3. Social and cultural transferences in relation to family, professional life and society.
The results are analysed and summarised as a developmental process of identity. The
women’s experiences of class mobility influenced their lives in many ways: marriage
relationships, child rearing, choice of occupation and also the contact with their parents and
relatives. The changes in their lives were fundamental, and they had lifelong experiences of
being outsiders, not belonging either to the origins or to their new social positions. According
to the author, female class mobility implied a living process, which consists of a break away
from the origin and an entrance into a new social belonging with feelings of being an outsider,
and being vulnerable and exposed. To handle this process, the women developed a personality
comprising an understanding of the self. The also had to accept the consequences of this
development.
Very little is said in the thesis about child rearing, household work or women’s
experiences of dividing of domestic labour in the household, but in the interview guide there
are questions/themes both about Kombination med familj och yrkesarbete (combination of
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family and professional work), as well as about Den egna familjen (your family). Many said
that they had support from their husbands in household work and that their husbands were
helpful in taking care of the children, by taking part in parental leave and by taking the
children to and from the day care centre. But overall, the women summarised, the family
sphere was the most demanding aspect of their responsibilities. As one woman expressed it:
It’s an unsolvable equation: Children, family and work! But all the women interviewed also
said that they lived in relationships of equality, and that this equality had supported their
career opportunities.

Från folkhem till karriärhushåll. Den nya husliga arbetsdelningen: Four
essays on dual career families and the domestic division of labour
This book is a doctoral thesis consisting of four studies in essay form, each of which was
published as an article in a different journal (see Platzer 2007). The starting point for these
studies was the pigdebatt in Sweden in the 1990s. Piga is an old-fashioned and pejorative
word for maid. In the 1990s the debate about lower taxes for domestic work, arose as the
demand for domestic service began to grow.
Dual-career families seem to have problems when they try to combine career with
domestic work and family life. Wennerström (2003) discusses this issue in her thesis, while
Platzer’s description is private troubles:
The opportunities and obstacles in combining careers with domestic work and family life are
commonly considered to be private troubles since they concern people’s domestic arrangements. Some
private troubles, however, can turn into public problems, creating a demand for public, political
decisions that subsequently can become the source of new private troubles. (Platzer 2007,141)

The thesis gives an historical overview of three periods in Sweden when private troubles
turned into public problems. These periods were:

1. The 1930s when families with two breadwinners had a need for well-educated women
and there was a growing acceptance of women working outside home.
2. The 1950s – 1970s. Families with two breadwinners needed domestic workers. For a
time the Swedish state made it possible to recruit workers from other countries, but as
Swedish homes become more and more modern, domestic labour was reduced. From the mid1950s a new category of domestic workers was introduced – part-time workers, who had their
own families and homes. In addition young women working in private homes for short
periods as part of their education became another solution for families with two breadwinners.
But during the same period of time the public child-care system was rapidly developing. And
as home-related services during the same period became quite costly, unpaid domestic work
(especially for women) increased noticeably.
3. Since the 1980s the number of women working fulltime has increased, but the gendered
division of household labour has remained unchanged.
Platzer summarises ideas from Lewis Coser (1979), saying that:
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…the family is a greedy institution, especially for women. For career workers, contemporary
work life is also a greedy institution. These two institutions compete for people’s time, energy
and commitment. The claims of work life are normally given priority over domestic work and
needs from family members. (Platzer 2007, ,142).
In many cases social and economic changes have resulted in conflicts within families,
especially for dual-career families. Platzer summarises this as follows:
During the third phase, [from the 1980s, my comment] the growing demands of working life
resulted in an increased burden on dual-career families. These personal troubles have now
[from the 1990s and forward, my comment] become a political problem, and a new strategy
to solve the problem is to allow tax deductions for domestic services – a private complement
to a public solution. Such a system can now be implemented because of high unemployment
rate, and therefore a large number of workers is available. The extent of formal rules, public
services, economic transactions and official ideologies has had great importance for
maintaining balance between career and domestic work. (Platzer 2007,143)
In reality the tax deduction system in 2008 is not yet, quite such a success as described
above. Nor has equality among men and women been fully realised (SCB 2008).

Jämställdhetens pris: The price of equality
The book Jämställdhetens pris is an anthology in which ten Swedish researchers (five
men, five women) in social sciences try to answer the question, What is the price of equality?
The research process was founded among others by FAS (Forskningsrådet för arbetsliv och
socialvetenskap). The results presented in the book come from a huge amount of data. Thus
empirically, the results are very well supported.
Work and family: a balancing act in daily life
The key concepts discussed in the book are negotiation, quarrelling, division and sharing
(of household work, use of time, money and so forth). All these issues are discussed from
different methodological and theoretical angles. But the definition of family, the object of all
the studies, is based on of white, middle-class, heterosexual couples, with only a few
exceptions (as Eldén mentions in her review, 2008).
Concerning family negotiation, five main themes can be observed:
1. Discussion is synonymous with negotiation.
2. Discussion is synonymous with quarrelling and quarrelling is seen as negative.
3. Most families do not negotiate; they just do as they have always done.
4. If families have discussions about equality or division of labour in the household, the
discussions only lead to quarrels, divorce or unpleasant marriages. And this gives women a
feeling of guilt, as they are often the ones who start the discussion of equality in the family.
And it is not only that women have feelings of guilt, they are also blamed for starting the
quarrels.
5. Discussions, negotiations of equality form the very core of equality.
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In Sweden there is a special concept lagom, which could be translated as just right,
reasonable, sufficiently large. In one chapter (Grönlund & Halleröd 2008, 28) the authors
pose the question: Är lagom jämställdhet bäst? (Is a sufficiently large degree of equality the
best?).
So, I wonder, what then should be done? If you plead for a sufficiently large degree of
equality, it seems to me as if the result could be stagnation, even decline. We can use the
advice given by Platzer (2007) and suggested by Halleröd (2008): To solve private troubles
with public solutions, for example, with laws or regulations. But as Grönlund (2008) shows in
her article, as well as in her thesis flexibility in everyday life does not function.
I think the authors show a fear of conflicts, which is seen as trouble, and not as
opportunity. My hope is that we should regard conflict as a core condition for equality, not a
price, but a gain.
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Presentation at the Uppsala course
Her current research covers food choice and consumer behaviour, food procurement and
preparation and the older consumer, food policy development, food safety issues and nutrition
education and training. Her research involves working with various stakeholders and service
sectors (retail, hospitality and health) using a variety of research methodologies (both
qualitative and quantitative).
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Epilogue
Pävi Palojoki
Department of Home Economics and Craft Sciences
University of Helsinki

The Uppsala Nordplus-course was very creative and stimulating both for the teachers and
the students. As we discussed with the participating students their feedback was positive.
They all had experiences of getting lots of new ideas to be applied in their respective thesis
work.
Here is Jutta Pirhonen's, a Finnish student participant, story of summarizing her thesis in a
form of a cat. We all saw her drawing the cat on the whiteboard and telling about her ideas.
The story goes as follows:
I have got a lot of good ideas from the Uppsala Nordplus-course. I got confirmation
for my previous idea to execute my study in families. The study can be comprehended
as research on two families (cat's round head and a vertical line in the middle). Both
families should have at least one family member who is having a celiac disease (two
eyes on cat's face). I shall interview each family member individually (cat's whisker)
and finally the all of the family members together (the round head). Some questions
are addressed to only those family members who have celiac disease (cat's eyelash),
and some to all of them (the ears).
The theoretical background (cat's four paws) is comprised of four themes; description
of celiac disease, eco-cultural theory, gender-aspect of the celiac-patient, and
everyday routines at home. The aim of the study is to describe the experiences of the
family members first individually and then as a whole, aiming to comprehend how the
gluten-free diet influences the everyday life of the family (the back and the tail of the
cat). The research questions (stripes on cat's back) focus on both practical activities
such as who in the family takes the main responsibility of food preparation and baking,
but also experiences and thoughts of how fluently the gluten-free diet is adopted as a
part of the food management of the family.
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Appendices
Students’ abstracts
The old people and digital machines
Sanna Huovilainen
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
1. Introduction
The Finnish society, as well as the other affluent Western societies, is getting older. In my
view, there is not enough research on the old people and how they manage their everyday life.
Students are often more interested in younger people. My grandparents moved in a new house
and they have had a lot of problems with all those new digital gadgets. That’s why I got
interested in this subject.
The old people, born before the war (1939-1945), have gone through very big changes in
our society. They used to live in poverty. They did not know what a television was when they
were kids. Now, in 21st century, we have all sorts of digital machines and household
appliances in our homes. The most recent (February 2008) big change was that the Finnish
Broadcasting Company decided that every household has to buy a digital receiver in order to
watch TV. The old need to learn to use many different machines to survive. I am interested to
study how the old are able to learn to use those machines? Do they get enough help or do they
even know where to ask for help? How they manage if they can not read a manual, written in
other language than Finnish. In this forthcoming Candidate thesis I am interested in studying
their survival strategies and comparing those strategies among the old.
2. Research problems
The main problems are:
- What kind of problems the digital gadgets and household appliances cause to the old
people?
- What kind of survival strategies do they have when they meet the problems?
3. Method
I will use a kind of questionnaire for my own comfort. In the questionnaire there will be a
list of different gadgets. After filling the questionnaire I’ll make an interview. I will use a
snowball method to get enough people to my research.
4. Results The research is in progress.
Key words: The old people, Digital gadgets, Household appliances, Everyday life
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Chocolate and fair trade production
Sallaroosa Lehtonen
Department of Home Economic and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
The aim in my studies is to work around the same theme both in Bachelor and Master
degree. In this early stage I am still working on the theme or subject. The writing process for
the Bachelor degree is starting next fall semester, the Master degree will follow.
The main theme for the thesis is chocolate. In this I concentrate especially fair trade
products and global aspects of chocolate. There is a saying in Finland about food production
which is roughly translated something like: ”from field to a table”. This means a kind of chain
of different stages or levels in the food production from the origins and the producers until the
end of the production where the consumer is and the product will be used. If you think of
chocolate production as this kind of chain of different stages, my main interest in this process
in especially in the very beginning (farmers growing cacao) and in the end (consumers
consuming the final product, chocolate). This means that the middle stage, producing cacao to
chocolate, the industrial processes, will get less attention in this study.
I have been in contact with the Association for Promoting Fair Trade in Finland and will
have co-operation with them during the study process. There seems to be a turning point for
fair trade chocolate markets and this makes it interesting for the association to follow my
study process and support it by giving information about principles of fair trade and comment
on my study and results.
As said, my study will be probably concentrating on both ends of the production chain.
This means I need to get to the origins of both ends. Some of the fair trade chocolate comes to
Finland from Ghana. In addition, there is also a Cocoa Research Institute in Ghana and I am
trying to build some co-operation with this Institute as well. The Fair Trade Association found
it very interesting also for them to get information from this part of production process. They
might be also able to help me to find contacts or producers in Ghana to work with.
Since I am concentrating on both, consuming and producing, it seems at this stage
reasonable to also carry out the study in both ends in the same way: with qualitative methods,
mostly interviews. One interesting option could be interviewing consumers in Finland and ask
what reasons they could think for buying fair trade products, then go and see how fair trade
production could actually influence on farmers and document it somehow (pictures, video
etc.) and then have an interview in Finland with the same people and show the material I have
managed to collect. Especially if I get the chance to do my study partially in Ghana, I would
like to write my study in English, at least in the Master degree. The study could then be useful
also for the farmers and the fair trade association.
Possible study questions:
What do consumers know about the origins of their chocolate?
What reasons consumers could think for buying fair trade products (chocolate)?
How participating fair trade production influences on farmers' lives?
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What came up in Uppsala?
With the advices from the teachers during Uppsala course I decided to divide the study in
clear two parts. First I will do my Bachelor degree in Finland with interviews in autumn 2008.
I will start the theory part already during summer. With this study I will see where I've got
and decide how to continue. I will keep my aim in Ghana and work with the project so that it
would be possible to do the final part there. But in order to get some study grants I have to
have a good study plan and some evidence to show. This means that I can apply the grants
after the Bachelor is ready. (This is during Christmas or earliest November.)
I also got a good idea from the teachers to make a small survey in Fair Trade Market in
Mikkeli in the beginning of May, which I did. I made a short questionnaire with three
questions with ready options and one open question. The purpose for this was to get ideas for
how to continue from now on. I got nine answers back so not much, especially when there
was only one answer for the open question. This answer said that there should be couple of
brands created for fair trade chocolate. I interpret this that the respondent means bigger brands
than there are now. And this is exactly what is now happening in Fair trade business. Should I
also concentrate more on the need of the bigger, more visible brands? This is something I
need to discover and think about.
I am still in a very early stage with the study but I think it is possible to carry out. Next
stage is to read, read and read, and maybe have some discussions with friends and other
people to get more ideas. I feel confident with the study and will keep it going.
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Health promotion in school: views of principals, school nurses and
politicians
Elin Nyström and Johanna Wärja
Institution of Food, Health and Environment
University of Göteborg
Overweight children and adolescents are increasing in number and today account for 1520 per cent of the population in Sweden. This development has led to public health goals on
international, national and regional levels. According to these goals, the school environment is
an important arena in which to promote good health. In Swedish schools documents outlining
the school organization and development contain goals for public health. Principals are
responsible for the schools’ organization as well as for developing documents and strategies
for attaining the goals set on international, national and regional levels. Principals are
gatekeepers for health promotion in the school environment.
The aim of our thesis was to examine how principals in middle schools in Sweden view
health and promoting good health in the school arena as well as how they see their role in this
work and development. To broaden the perspective, we also wanted to see how school nurses
and politicians responsible for middle schools view the same subjects, namely promoting
good health in schools and a principal's part in it. We interviewed principals of three middle
schools in Gothenburg, Sweden. We also distributed questionnaires, by e-mail, to three school
nurses and two politicians responsible for the same three schools.
The results show that all eight respondents claimed that school has a responsibility for the
health of children and that one should work on promoting good health in the school
environment. The respondents also claimed that the principal, as the school leader, has the
overall responsibility for seeing that such promotion occurs as well as overseeing the content
of this work. The respondents thus view the principal as a gatekeeper in this work. They claim
that the principal’s personal interest and devotion can affect health promotion in schools.
None of the respondents believed there were any factors limiting the schools’ ability to
promote good health for students. On the contrary, they claimed that it is in the schools’
common interest, moreover, decisions made amongst the school personnel play the most
important part in this promotion.
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Everyday life in families with gluten-free food
Pirhonen Jutta
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
This research will to describe how families manage everyday life with gluten-free food. I
am interested in finding out what it means in practice when a family member or members
have celiac disease. What are the situations when the member feels that she or he has the
disease? I want to find out what other members of the family think about the disease. How
does the disease influence them? I am interested in these kinds of questions because there is
celiac disease in our family, and we as a family have gotten used to cooking and baking with
gluten-free food for over 20 years. We have developed routines to manage and ease everyday
cooking by making food that is suitable for everybody. When I bake, I usually bake two
different types of dough, one “normal” and the other one without gluten; this type of double
baking takes quite a lot of time.
A chronic disease always affects the whole family as well as the person with the disease.
The family has to take into account the new situation and its accompanying issues. A chronic
disease induces a “turning point” in life; for example, celiac disease forces a diet change. In
ecological theory, the family is active and strong enough to survive new situations. The
family will accommodate the everyday routines for the needs of the family members. Most
research has concentrated on the person with the disease and his/her parents, but the
experiences of the other family members have mostly been neglected.
The aim of this research is to describe what types of actions the celiac disease causes in
the family. I attempt to reveal the view of every family member about celiac disease. The
research problems are:
1. What actions does the celiac disease cause in the family’s daily life?
2 a). In which situations does the diseased person feel she or he has the disease?
2 b). What are the situations in which the other family members notice the celiac disease
in the family?
This research will be a qualitative research. First, I will collect data from diaries kept by
every participant for one week. The family members will write down the situations somehow
related to celiac disease. Later I will use group theme interviews. I will interview all family
members together and record the discussion.
I worked on the theoretical background during August and September. In October I will
contact two families and give them instructions for writing the diary entries and will also
interview them in their homes. I will start analysing the data in November and have it finished
by the end of the year.
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Finnish food magazines from 1950s to 2000
Aino Posti
Department of Home Economic and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
In the Nordplus- course I got good ideas, tips and advices from the other participates how
I could develop my Candidate thesis. With the help of these advices I made few changes to
my study plan.
My main research question was; How have the Finnish food magazines developed from
the 1950s to 2000? As I realized that my study area was too wide, I decided to limit the area.
Instead of researching all the possible changes in the magazines (recipes, articles etc.) I am
going to concentrate on those things in the magazines that show similarity through the years
and are easily topic, for comparable. Out of these I will choose one specific example what
does the editor page tell in every decennium, or how the strawberry cake has varied during the
years? These are just examples. I will decide the main research question after studying the
magazines thoroughly. The benefits of concentrating on one specific question is that I will get
a deeper analyze than with a bigger aspect. For my data I am going to choose five different
food magazines, just one magazine and number from every decennium. (Except from 80s,
there is none) The magazines are going to be from the same season so they are comparable to
each others. In the theory part I am going to handle least following topics; food as a hobby
and history of Finnish food magazines.

2. Method for analysing the data
My thesis is going to be qualitative study with content analysis. I am at the moment working
on the method.

3. Schedule
I am starting writing work on September. Finishing by December.
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One night in Bangkok: a descriptive study of meal patterns among
cabin crew on intercontinental flights eastwards
Maiju Sorvari and Ylva Törner
Department of Food, Nutrition and Dietetics
Uppsala University
Air cabin crew together with the pilots form an essential group on board the aircraft, as
these individuals are responsible for the safety and convenience of passengers. Cabin crew on
intercontinental operations face a number of strains that could signify health risks. Time-zone
transitions and irregular working hours have been identified as factors affecting meal and
sleep patterns. The meal situation of cabin crews has not yet been the object of many studies.
The aim of the present study was to describe the meal and sleep patterns of cabin crews
during intercontinental flights eastwards, including the time spent at the destination (the
layover). Thirty-nine cabin crew members working for a European commercial airline
participated in the study (response rate, 77 %). The participants were asked to fill in a diary,
especially designed for the present study. Descriptive statistics was used in data analysis.
The results from the study showed that most meals were consumed during the flights. The
participants slept approximately 12,3 hours during the studied period (approximately 45,3
hours). The majority of the participants (51 %) had no sleeping period that consisted of seven
hours or more. A feeling of sleepiness was common. Compared to meals during layovers,
meals consumed during the flights took less time and were often consumed in a standing
position. The most frequently chosen meal types were snacks and breakfast like meals.
Hunger and appetite were dominant factors in the timing of meals and the type of meal chosen.
The results indicate that the meal situation of the studied group is a product of a complex
interplay among different factors and should be regarded as problematic. The authors hope
that the present study will be a source of inspiration leading to more research regarding the
specific group.
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Organic meat in newspaper articles
Minna Virkki
Department of Home Economics and Craft Science
University of Helsinki
Introduction
The production and consumption of organic products have been in spotlight in the Finnish
media in recent years. A lot has been done to promote the organic production and its research.
Media has a lot of power these days. Media creates discussion, trends and effects our opinion
wanted we it or not. The aim of this thesis is to find out how organic meat is discussed and
approached in the Finnish local newspapers in the first half of the year 2008. The focus of the
research is the content and the message of the newspaper articles. Purpose is to find out what
kind of thing is written about organic meat in the press and what positive of negative themes
comes up from the data. In the theory part organic agriculture and the sale and consumption of
organic products is viewed.
The research problems
The research problems are divided in one main problem and three defining problems.
Main problem
- How organic meat was discussed in the articles of local newspapers in the first half of the
year 2008?
Defining problems
- What kind of positive themes about organic meat the articles discussed?
- What kind of negative themes about organic meat the articles discussed?
- How did these themes effect on the message of the article?
Data
The data was collected as a part of Finfood Luomu’s media follow-up from the 1st of
January until the 30th of June in the year 2008. Finfood Luomu screens in their media followup hits form the press with word organic. The follow-up creates a lot of data so it needed to be
pruned. As the criteria of the pruning discussion, the main topics of the organic meat or its
production or sale were used. With these criteria, six articles were selected.
Results
Positive themes were consisted from the intrinsic value of organic meat, the reliability and
financial matters. Negative themes were consisted from the inactiveness of the product cycle
and financial matters. It became evident that organic production has a good value by itself,
and those financial matters are thought as positive as well as negative factors. Often
consumers think organic products are too expensive but for the farmer they bring better living.
This statement works other way around, too. The consumer might think organic products are
not that expensive but the farmer thinks he is not receiving a good enough compensation for
his work.
Keywords: Organic meat, the sale and the consumption of organic products, local newspapers,
content analysis
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The 1st Nordplus semiar in Helsinki
Food in Contemporary Society - Food Is Not Only Nutrition
Mat i nutidens samhälle - mat är mer än näring
Time: Friday 18th November, 2005, at 10.00-16.00
PROGRAMME
10.00-10.15 Welcome, introduction
Päivi Palojoki and Hille Janhonen-Abruquah, University of Helsinki, Finland
10.15-10.40 Cultural definitions of the meal
Johanna Mäkelä, National Consumer Research Centre, Finland
10.40-11.05 Family meals: competence, cooking and company
Marianne Pipping Ekström, University of Göteborg, Sweden
11.05-11.20 Break
11.20-11.45 Deskilling the domestic kitchen
Phil Lyon, University of Dundee, Scotland
11.45-12.10 Family life in grocery stores
(Anette Pettersson, University of Uppsala, Sweden), cancelled. Discussion.
12.10-13.10 Lunch
13.10-13.35 'The cookery duel' An observation study from a gender perspective in Home
Economics
Monica Pettersson, University of Göteborg, Sweden
13.35-14.00 Consumership and citizenship
Jette Benn, Danish University of Education, Denmark

14.00-14.25 Food and foodways
Lotte Holm's article on Family meals (in: Kjaernes, U. (Ed.). 2001. Eating patterns. A Day in
the Lives of Nordic Peoples. Report 7, SIFO. Norway)
Christina Fjellström, University of Uppsala, Sweden
14.25-14.40 Break
14.40-15.05 Meals, socialization and exclusion
Mone Saeland and Anne Smehaugen, Akershus University College, Norway
15.05-15.30 Contextualizing health-promoting foods in lay-discussions
Mari Niva, National Consumer Research Centre, Finland
15.30-15.45 Concluding comments
Päivi Palojoki
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The 2nd Nordplus Intensivecouse in Gothenbourg
Food and learning in a changing society – food is not only nutrition
21/3-26/3-2007

Program:
Wednesday 21/3
Arrival and check-in accommodation
CE04 13.00-16.00
13.00-14.00 Welcome and introduction
Who are we? Who are you?
Monica Petersson & Marianne Pipping Ekström
14.00-14.30 Why are we here? Where are we going?
Päivi Palojoki
14.30-15.00 Practical information
Monica Petersson & Minna Virkki
15.00-15.30 Coffee break - MHM serve coffe and sandwich
15.45 A guided tour at the faculty (Minna & Monica)

Thursday 22/3
AK2137
8.30-9.15 Food, cooking and gender
Marianne Pipping Ekström, Göteborg University
9.15-10.00 Gender zapping on safe or mined ground. Home and consumer studies from a
gender perspective
Monica Petersson, Göteborg University.
10.00-10.30 Coffee break
10.30-11.00 Food and the creation of meaning in the class room
Karin Höijer Uppsala university
11.30-13.00 Lunch
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13.00-13.45 Food as material for learning and 'Bildung'.
Jette Benn, Danish University of Education
14.00-16.30Study circle with discussion and reflection about articles and video lectures.
Nordic mixed groups. (48 students)
CE14, CE30, C114, C105
14.00-16.30 Teachers meeting
CE11
Friday 23/3
CEO4
9.15-10.00 Food travelling with the migrants
Hille Janhonen-Abruquah, Helsinki University
10.00-10.30 Coffee break
10.30-11.15 Food Habits and Meal Patterns on the Edge of an Affluent Society
Mone Seland, Akershus University College, Norway
11.15-11.30 Short break
11.30-12.15 The social significance of the meal in consumer society
Christina Fjellström, Uppsala university
12.30-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-16.30 Round table
15.30-16.00 MHM offer Fruit, cake and coffee
Round table procedure: Students discuss and give feed-back on plans for degree projects (XX
students in 6 groups)
B3314 Chair Janhonen-Abruquah & Bergsli
B3316 Chair Pipping Ekström & Saeland
CE11 Chair Fjellström & Höijer
C105 Chair Palojoki & Smehaugen
C242 Chair: Petersson & Parinder
C208 Chair: Cullbrand &Benn
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The 3rd Uppsala Nordplus Intensive Course
Food, culture and consuming - changing habits and conceptions in the Nordic countries"
April 2-7, 2008,
The program

Wednesday, April 2
13 15 – 14 00 Welcome, greetings! Presentation of delegates - Information
on practical arrangements,
Christina Fjellström, Professor, Uppsala University
14 00 – 15 00 Aspects on Consumer society
Margaret Lumbers, Professor, Surrey University, UK
15 40 – 16 00 Experiences of a Nordic education/research network – Nordplus 2005-2007,
Päivi Palojoki, Associate professor, Helsinki University

Thursday, April 3
09 00 – 09 40 Cultural construction of food with emphasis on health
Christina Fjellström
09 40 – 10 20 The young food consumer - their conceptions and views of food in the risk
society
Jette Benn Associate professor
10 50 – 11 30 Leaving home - Young people and food
Ann Parinder, PhD student, Gothenburg University
11 30 – 12 10 Gendered consumption
Karin Hjälmeskog, PhD, Senior lecturer, Uppsala University
13 30 – 15 00 Workshops. Questback presentation: ask & act,
Merja Parkkinen, Questback

Friday, April 4
09 00 – 09 20 Meaning of food in school – examples from the arena of Home Economics,
Karin Höijer PhD student Uppsala University
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09 30 – 10 00 Food related strategies in households every day life
Helena Åberg, PhD, Senior lecturer Gothenburg University
10 00 – 10 30 Food and food work among older consumers,
Ylva Mattsson Sydner, Associate professor, Senior lecturer, Uppsala University
11 00 – 11 30 Health and food in school environment,
Päivi Palojoki, Helsinki University
11 30 – 12 00 The Virtual Dinner,
Hille Janhonen-Abruquah PhD student, Helsinki University
12 00 – 12 30 Household work and equality
Marianne Pipping Ekström, associate professor emerita, Gothenburg University
14 00 – 14 30 Introduction to methods and consumer studies
Jette Benn (different approaches) and Päivi Palojoki (methods and research
questions)
15 00 – 17 00 Workshops – student study groups
Workshops – teacher discussion groups – discussions on future joint
research projects
17 00 – 19 30 All delegates are invited to an evening buffet at the
department

Saturday, April 5
11 00 – 14 30 Discussions groups/study circles on methodology
Students’ presentations and Discussion groups with teachers

Sunday, April 6
- A free day – information about cultural events in Uppsala will be
presented later
- The Nordplus research group – Jette Benn, Päivi Palojoki and Christina
Fjellström will meet and discuss the Nordic research project

Monday, April 7
09 00 – 10 30 Presentation from students workshops
11 00 – 12 00 Concluding remarks, discussion, reflections on the future
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The 4th Nordplus course
Theoretical Approaches in the Research of Food, Consumption and Everyday Practice
FINAL PROGRAMME for Nordplus programme 18.3.-22.3.2009:
'Theoretical approaches in the research of food, consumption and everyday practices'
Venue: DPU, Tuborgvej 164, 2400 Copenhagen NV - Room: A405 – the main building, third
floor
Wednesday 18.3.09 Chair: Hille Janhonen-Abruquah
13.00 – 13.30 Arrival at DPU – coffee/tea
13.30 – 14.00 Wellcome and Introduction Jette Benn
Chair: Hille Janhonen-Abruquah
14.00 – 15.30 Paivi Palojoki: Phenomenographic research in classrooms regarding food
Karin Hjälmeskog: Use of pragmatism in the study of food in school
15.30 – 16.00 Coffee break
16.00 – 17.15 Jette Benn; Food in education – a theoretical pedagogical approach
Food, School, Research – a short summary Hille Janhonen-Abruquah
Discussion
Thursday 19.3.09 chair: Paivi Palojoki
09.00 - 10.30 Lisbeth Haastrup: A historical cultural approach to food, housewifes, life modes
and the welfarestate.
Marianne Ekström: Theoretical perspectives on research of gender in a male profession.
10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break
11.00 – 12.30 Christina Fjellström: The life course perspective in studying adolescents
Ida Husby: Presentation: Publich health perspectives in the research of children's food and
meals
Article: Meals and snacks, qualitative methods
12.30 - 13.30 Lunch at the canteen for reasonable prices
13.30 – 15.00 Karin Höijer: A sociocultural perspective on food research in a school setting.
Jaana Tamm and Kristi Paas: From theory to practice- pedagogical approach
Ann Parinder: On stage - a metaphor in practice
15.00 – 15.30 Coffee break
15.30 – 16.30 Food, School, Research – a short summary Paivi Palojoki
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Discussion
Evening – students by themselves – teachers: dinner at Jette Benn
Friday 20.3.09 chair: Christina Fjellström
09.00 - 10.30 Hille Janhonen- Abruquah: Galllimore's and Weisner's "Eco-cultural theory"
Anne Murcott, video lecture: Family meals and cooking skills: decline, loss, or modern myth?
10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break
11.00 – 12.00 Line Mortensen – a master thesis: Food and health in adolescents’ views, a
phenomenological study
Food in Research – a short summary Christina Fjellström, discussion
12.00 Departure for the Worker’s Museum in Central Copenhagen
Bus/train to The Workers’ Museum (entrance is paid of Nordplus)
12.45 – 14.00 Lunch at the restaurant at the Museum – exemplary Danish Food, reasonable
prices (ordering beforehand – see menu at list)
14.00 – 15.00 Lisbeth Haastrup, guided tour at the museum group 1
Jette Benn : Food in history and culture, educational example, group 2, visit in the museum’s
shop and art exhibition
15.00 – 16.00 Lisbeth Haastrup , guided tour at the museum group 2
Jette Benn : Food in history and culture, educational example, group 1
Visit in the museum’s shop and art exhibition
Evening – common eating in a restaurant in centre will be arranged – paid by the participants
Saturday 21.3.09 chair: Jette Benn
09.00 - 10.30 Workshops in groups – students work in progress
10.30 – 11.00 Coffe break
11.00 – 12.30 Workshops in groups – students work in progress
12.30 - 13.30 Lunch at the institute
13.30 – 14.30 Summaries from the group work and evaluation
14.30 – 15.40 Teachers meeting - planning
Students meeting – discussing, food in studies in the Nordic countries
15.40 – 16.00 Drink
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Food in Contemporary Society Leaflet

Themes of the
annual courses
Further information
Helsinki 2005

Food in Contemporary Society –
Food is not Only Nutrition

Professor Päivi Palojoki
http://www.helsinki.fi/kty/nordplus
The course is partly funded by Nordplus

Gothenburg 2007

Food and Learning in a Changing
Society – Food is not Only Nutrition

Uppsala 2008

Food, Culture and Consumption –
Changing Habits and Conceptions in
the Nordic Countries

Copenhagen 2009

Theoretical Approaches in the
Research of Food, Consumption and
Everyday Practice

Tallinn 2010

Food and Everyday Life from a
Historical Perspective

Food

in a changing society

The course provides students with food-related
skills so that they are able to understand people’s
food related behavior. They will be able to read
food media critically. In addition, students will
gain the skills that they need in their various future
professions in order to cope in our changing
society.

Coordinator
Home Economics Science and Education,
University of Helsinki

Partners
Tallinn University, Department of Crafts

The course is an excellent opportunity for all
participants to build and further develop their
professional Nordic-Baltic networks.
The intensive course “Food in a changing
society” focuses on Nordic-Baltic expertise
in the field of food and nutrition. Food is
not only nutrition, but a complex battlefield
where at times irrelevant details receive
too much attention and the complex overall
picture cannot be understood. The course
builds a solid foundation for a theoretical
understanding of social and cultural changes
in people’s food related behavior, and looks
at food from different angles: for example,
ethics, local-global dimensions, class, gender
and ethnicity.

Each course day starts with a plenary lecture
that provides an introduction to the day’s theme.
Round table discussions give participants the
possibility to exchange ideas, develop further
their theoretical understanding and plan new
methodological approaches in the field of food
studies. Students have the opportunity to present
their project work and obtain feedback to help
them further with their studies. The course makes
efficient use of modern information technology
and thus runs on-line throughout the year. During
the course new relevant teaching material – for
example, web lectures and proceedings – has been
published.
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